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ABSTRACT

One of the notions central to the study of computable linear orders is that of

computable categoricity. Remmel showed that a computable linear ordering L is

computably categorical if and only if the (classical) order type of L has only a finite

number of successor pairs. In this proof, Remmel assumes that L has infinitely many

successor pairs and then constructs another computable linear order R, which is not

computably isomorphic to L, and a ∆0
2-isomorphism f such that f : L → R is an

isomorphism. This shows that L is not computably categorical. The first aim of this

dissertation is to investigate under what conditions we can construct f below certain

types of ∆0
2 degrees.

The isomorphism relation on countable posets preserves all structural information

but there are 2ℵ0 many isomorphism classes of countable posets and the isomor-

phism relation is Σ1
1-complete. The second aim of this dissertation is to examine two

coarser classifications of partially ordered sets, namely Tukey equivalence and cofinal

equivalence. Although these relations preserve less structural information than the

isomorphism relation, they still describe some of the essential components of partially

ordered sets. However, both Tukey and cofinal equivalence result in just countably



ii

many equivalence classes of countable posets. We examine the complexity of Tukey

types and cofinal types of countable posets. In addition, there are various classi-

cally equivalent definitions for the notion of Tukey reducibility and we examine how

difficult it is to prove their equivalence.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Computable Algebra

Computable algebra is the analysis of classical mathematical structures such as rings,

graphs or linear orders using the tools of computability theory. We say a structure

is computable if its domain is computable and the functions and relations of that

structure are also computable. Given a computable structure we then ask whether

one can derive algorithms for computing various properties of the structure. If the

given property is not computable, then we ask to what extent the computability fails.

We also ask questions about the computable content of theorems. Mathematical

theorems often assert the existence of an object. We ask how complicated it is to

construct these objects. For example, although every vector space has a basis, there

is no computable way to find a basis in all cases.

Using the notion of a computable function, it is possible to precisely define what

it means for an algebraic structure to be presented computably. We review some of

1
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the basics concepts of computability here. For a more comprehensive introduction,

see [?].

1.2 Basic Concepts

We let {ϕe | e ∈ N} denote all partial computable functions from N to N. Although

these functions have no time and memory constraints, they may not necessarily halt.

We write ϕe(x) ↓ if ϕe converges on input x and ϕe(x) ↑ if ϕe does not converge

on input x. If ϕe(x) converges it does so after a finite number of steps. We write

ϕe,s(x) = y if ϕe converges to y on input x in less than s steps and we write ϕe(x) = y

if there exists s such that ϕe,s(x) = y. Although we consider only subsets of N, with

the use of effective coding this includes much more. For example, both the rational

numbers and the set of all finite binary strings can be coded in an effective manner

into N.

A set X ⊆ N is called computable if its characteristic function is computable.

That is, there is an effective procedure for deciding if n ∈ X or n 6∈ X. A set X ⊆ N

is called computably enumerable if X is equal to the domain of ϕe for some e. That

is, there is an effective procedure for enumerating all the members of X. There are

computably enumerable sets which are not computable. The canonical example is

the halting set K = {e | ϕe(e) ↓}.

We say that A is Turing computable from B, written as A ≤T B, if there is a

Turing functional Φ with B as an oracle which computes A. That is, we can compute

A given that B is in memory and we are allowed to ask a finite number of questions

of B during the computation that decides whether a particular n is in A. We write
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A = ΦB. We let {Φe | e ∈ N} list the Turing functionals and identify ϕe with Φ∅e.

We write A ≡T B if A ≤T B and B ≤T A. The equivalence classes under ≡T are

called degrees. The degree of a set is a measure of the computational complexity of

the set. The least degree 0 denotes the degree of the computable sets. The use of a

converging functional computation ΦA
e (n) is x+1 if x is the largest number such that

the value A(x) is queried during the computation. We denote this use as use(ΦA
e (n)).

We relativise the halting set to a set A by defining the jump operator on A as

A′ = {e | ΦA
e (e) ↓}. We can think of this as the set of programs that will halt on

their own names with oracle A. If the degree of A is a, we write the degree of A′ as

a′. In particular as 0 is the degree of ∅, the degree of the halting set is 0′. It is a

classical result that the unsolvability of the halting problem generalises to A <T A
′.

We write A(n) for the n-th iterate of a jump operator applied to A and we have the

following hierarchy of degrees 0 < 0′ < 0′′ < . . . < 0(n) . . .. We say that a degree

a is arithmetical if a ≤ 0(n), for some n ∈ N. We also say a set A with degree a

is low if a′ = 0′. That is, the jump of A has the least possible degree. There are

non-computable low degrees.

The arithmetical degrees are closely related to arithmetical formulas. We say a

set A is Σ0
1 if there exists a computable relation R such that x ∈ A if and only if

∃yR(x, y). We say a set B is Π0
1 if there is a computable relation R such that x ∈ B if

and only if ∀yQ(x, y). More generally, we say a set A is Σ0
n if there exists a computable

relation R such that x ∈ A if and only if ∃y1∀y2∃y3∀y4 . . . QynR(x, y1, y2, . . . yn)

where Q is ∀ or ∃ depending on whether n is even or odd. Similarly we say that

B is Π0
n if there exist a computable relation R such that x ∈ B if and only if

∀y1∃y2∀y3∃y4 . . . QynR(x, y1, y2, . . . yn), where Q is ∀ or ∃ depending on whether n

is even or odd. Finally, we say that A is ∆0
n if and only if A is Σ0

n and Π0
n. Note that
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the ∆0
1 sets are the computable sets. It can be shown that if A is ∆0

2 then a ≤ 0′ and

more generally a set A is ∆0
n+1 if and only if a ≤ 0(n). Also, a set A is computably

enumerable if and only if A is Σ0
1.

The Schoenfield Limit Lemma says that A is ∆0
2 if and only if there exists a

computable sequence of sets {As}s≥0 such that the limsAs(x) exists and equals A(x).

We say that A is n-c.e. if for each x ∈ N the value As(x) changes at most n times. A

set is A is computably enumerable if and only if it is 1-c.e. and we say that A is d-c.e.

if A is 2-c.e., the difference of two c.e. sets. A set A is ω-c.e. if there is a computable

function f such that for all x, |{s : As(x) 6= As+1(x)}| ≤ f(x).

1.3 Other Notation

We write ω for the usual order type of N, and η for the order type of the rational

numbers Q.

Definition 1.3.1. A binary tree is a set T of finite binary strings such that if τ

belongs to T and σ is an initial segment of τ then σ also belongs to T . We shall use

2<N to denote the space of finite binary strings.

We say that a binary tree is infinite if it contains strings or arbitrary large length.

1.4 Computable Linear Orders

We will only be concerned with countable linear orders since all computable algebraic

structures are countable. We typically identify the domain of countable linear or
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partial orders with N, and hence we need only worry about the complexity of the

ordering relation.

Definition 1.4.1. We say a linear order L = (N,≤L) is computable if the relation

≤L is computable.

Effective properties of countable linear orderings and their relations have been

studied extensively since the 1960’s. See Downey’s survey article [?] for a detailed ac-

count of this research. Among the notions central to this theory is that of computable

categoricity of a linear order.

Definition 1.4.2. A computable linear order L is computably categorical if for any

other computable linear order R with L ∼= R, there exists a total computable function

f with f : L ∼= R.

All finite linear orders are computably categorical, as are some infinite linear

orders. The successor relation of a linear order is important in this context.

Definition 1.4.3. We say that (x, y) is a successor pair in L if x <L y and there

does not exist a z ∈ L such that x <L z <L y.

Any countable linear ordering which contains no successors is computably cate-

gorical. That is, η is computably categorical. Given two computable copies, one can

perform an effective back-and-forth construction to create an isomorphism. However

it is not the case that all infinite linear orders are computable categorical. For exam-

ple, the natural presentation of ω = {0 < 1 < . . .} has the property that the successor

function is computable. However there is a computable linear order of order type ω

whose successor function is not computable. Hence these computable linear orders
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are isomorphic but not computably isomorphic. Remmel gave a complete character-

isation of computable categorical linear orders.

Theorem 1.4.1. (Remmel [?]) A computable linear ordering L is computably cat-

egorical if and only if the (classical) order type of L has only a finite number of

successor pairs.

A linear order with only finitely many successor pairs is computably categorical

because one could begin by correctly mapping the finitely many successor pairs, then

run the back-and-forth construction in each of the finitely many infinite intervals

with no successors. To show the converse, Remmel assumes that L has infinitely

many successor pairs and then constructs another computable linear order R, which

is not computably isomorphic to L, and a ∆0
2-isomorphism f such that f : L→ R is

an isomorphism. This shows that L is not computably categorical.

It is natural to ask under what conditions we can construct f below certain types

of ∆0
2 degrees. This is the topic of Chapter 2. We show that for a large class of

computable linear orderings, if the successor relation is computable then it is possible

to construct f below any non-computable computably enumerable degree. For exam-

ple, given a computable linear order L with unbounded successors and computable

successor relation and an arbitrary non-computable c.e. set D, we construct another

a computable linear order (R,<R) such that R is not computably isomorphic to L

but R is D-computably isomorphic to L. Hence R is not computably isomorphic to

L and the function witnessing the isomorphism has degree less than that of D.

We also show that we cannot perform Remmel’s argument below every non-zero

∆0
2 degree. To do this, we will construct a computable linear order L and a noncom-

putable ω-c.e. set D such that for any computable linear order R, if R is classically
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isomorphic to L but not computably isomorphic to L, then R is not D-computably

isomorphic to L.

Moreover, we show that given any linear order L with infinitely many successor

pairs it is possible to construct a computable linear order R which is not computably

isomorphic to L but for which there is an isomorphism f : R→ L of low degree.

1.5 Reverse Mathematics

Reverse Mathematics is an area of logic which seeks to identify which set-theoretic

axioms are necessary to prove a theorem. The usual axioms of set theory are too

expressive for our purpose so we work with subsystems of second order arithmetic Z2.

In this way we are restricting ourselves to countable mathematics. This means that

theorems of algebra and combinatorics are restricted to countable structures, while

theorems of analysis and topology are restricted to separable spaces. Despite this

restriction many classical theorems of mathematics are equivalent to a subsystems of

second order arithmetic.

The language of second order arithmetic consists of two types of variables. The

first order variables x, y, z, . . . are intended to range over N and second order variables

X, Y, Z, . . . are intended to range over subsets of N. In addition we have the usual

symbols of first order arithmetic +, ·, and <; set membership ∈; and the constants

0, and 1.

The theory of second order arithmetic consists of the following:

• PA−, discrete ordered semiring axioms for the natural numbers.
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• Full comprehension scheme:

∃X∀x(x ∈ X ↔ ϕ(x))

for each formula ϕ in the language of second order arithmetic, where X does

not occur.

• Full induction scheme:

(ϕ(0) ∧ ∀n(ϕ(n)→ ϕ(n+ 1)))→ ∀nϕ(n)

for each formula ϕ in the language of second order arithmetic.

Comprehension axioms are also known as set existence axioms. This scheme says

that if we have a formula in second order arithmetic then the set of numbers which

satisfy that formula exists. By restricting the comprehension and induction schemes,

we obtain subsystems of Z2. There are five subsystems of particular interest which

are know as the “big five” subsystems of reverse mathematics. In order of increasing

strength these are RCA0,WKL0,ACA0,ATR0 and Π1
1 − CA0. It turns out that a large

number of theorems, in many different areas of mathematics, have been proved to be

equivalent to one of these five systems. For a detailed account of this see Simpson’s

book [?]. We will only be concerned with the first three subsystems, RCA0,WKL0 and

ACA0.

The base system for reverse mathematics is called RCA0 and roughly corresponds

to computable mathematics.

Definition 1.5.1. The system RCA0 consists of PA− together with ∆0
1- comprehension

and Σ0
1- induction.
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A reasonable amount of mathematics can be developed in RCA0. Theorems prov-

able in RCA0 include the intermediate value theorem, Urysohn’s Lemma for complete

separable metric spaces, the existence of algebraic closures for countable fields and

every infinite tree with no dead ends has a path.

The aim of reverse mathematics is to determine a set of axioms which are not only

sufficient but also essential to prove a theorems of ordinary mathematics. Working

over the base theory RCA0, we show the equivalence of a theorem T and a set of

axioms in second order arithmetic A in the following two steps:

1. We show that the theorem T is provable from RCA0 together with A.

2. We show that the set of axioms A is provable from RCA0 together with T .

The first part of the proof shows that the set of axioms A is sufficient to prove a

theorem T and the second part of the proof shows that the set of axioms is in fact

essential in proving T . We call second part of the proof the “reversal”. When both

parts are proved we say that T and A are equivalent over RCA0. In this dissertation,

we will show equivalences to WKL0 and ACA0.

Definition 1.5.2. WKL0 consists of RCA0 together with Weak Königs Lemma, which

states that every infinite binary tree has an infinite path.

We know that WKL0 is a proper extension of RCA0 as there exists a computable

tree T such that no infinite path through T is computable. However WKL0 is a

relatively week extension of RCA0 since there is a model of WKL0 in which every set

is low.

There are many mathematical constructions that can be thought of as finding

infinite paths on infinite binary trees. For example, finding a prime ideal of a given
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commutative ring. It can be shown that the use of WKL0 is not just convenient but in

fact essential to this proof, meaning that although these existence theorems deal with

different kinds of mathematical objects, they can be thought of as having the same

fundamental combinatorial core. At the core of WKL0 is a compactness argument. In

fact, Weak Königs Lemma is equivalent (over RCA0) to the compactness of 2ω. Other

theorems shown to be equivalent to WKL0 include the compactness of [0, 1] and the

fact that any continuous real-valued function on [0, 1] has a supremum. We will use

the following separation result when proving equivalences over RCA0.

Lemma 1.5.1. The following are equivalent over RCA0:

• WKL0.

• For all f, g : N→ N, if ∀x∀y(f(x) 6= g(y)), then there is a set X such that ∀x

(f(x) ∈ X and g(x) 6∈ X).

Definition 1.5.3. The Arithmetric Comprehension Axiom ACA0 consists of PA−

together with Σ0
1- comprehension and Σ0

1- induction.

Given Σ0
1- comprehension ACA0 is stronger than RCA0. In fact, from Σ0

1- compre-

hension we attain comprehension for all arithmetical formulas (formulas with no set

quantifiers). ACA0 is also stronger than WKL0. This is true since ACA0 proves that

the halting set K exists, while there is a model of WKL0 which contains only low sets

and hence doesn’t contain the halting set.

Among other theorems equivalent to ACA0 over RCA0 are the Bolzano-Weierstraß

Theorem, the existence of maximal ideals for countable commutative rings, the ex-

istence of bases for countable vector spaces, and König’s Lemma, which states that

every infinite finitely branching tree has an infinite path.
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We use the following result when proving equivalences to ACA0 over RCA0.

Lemma 1.5.2. The following are equivalent over RCA0:

• ACA0.

• For every one-to-one function f : N→ N, the range of f exists.

1.6 Tukey Types of Partial Orders

Tukey introduced the Tukey ordering to develop the notion of Moore-Smith conver-

gence in topology [?]. After its initial success in helping develop general topology,

Tukey reducibility was studied as a means of classifying algebraic structures related

to partially ordered sets in, for example, Day [?], Isbell [?] and Todorcevic [?]. Its

classification is coarser than that of isomorphism and so can be useful in settings

where isomorphism is too fine to give a useful classification.

Day studied the Tukey ordering in the more general setting of oriented systems.

This is the topic of Section 3.1. A system (S,<) is oriented if it is non-empty,

transitive, and for each s ∈ S there is s′ ∈ S such that s < s′. Although we follow

Day in using < as notation for a binary relation in an oriented system, < is not

assumed to be linear or irreflexive. We say that an oriented system (S,<) is directed

if each pair of elements in S have a common upper bound in S. We also say a subset

X of S is cofinal in (S,<) if for each s ∈ S there exists x ∈ X such that s < x.

Let (S,<S) and (T,<T ) be oriented systems. T is Tukey reducible to S, which we

will write as T <ty S, if there exist functions f : S → T and g : T → S such that for

each t ∈ T , g(t) <S s implies t <T f(s). If two functions are related in this way, we

refer to f as an upper support for g and g as a lower support for f . If f is a function
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from S into T , then <f is a binary relation on S + T , the disjoint union of S and T ,

such that s <f t if and only if f(s) <T t. If <1 and <2 are two binary relations on S,

then (S,<1) includes (S,<2) if s <2 s
′ implies s <1 s

′.

Day proved the following theorem in [?] about the existence of upper supports of

functions.

Theorem 1.6.1. If (S,<S) and (T,<T ) are disjoint oriented systems, a function

g : T → S has an upper support if and only if there exists an orientation < of S + T

such that

1. < includes <S, <T , <g,

2. T is cofinal in (S + T,<), and

3. < agrees with <T in T .

Given an orientation < on S + T which satisfies properties 1-3 we can effectively

construct a function f : S → T which is an upper support of g. We will prove that the

converse of this theorem is equivalent to Weak Königs Lemma. That is, the following

are equivalent over RCA0:

1. WKL0.

2. If (S,<S) and (T,<T ) are disjoint oriented systems and there exists a function

g : T → S which has an upper support, then there exists an orientation < of

S + T such that

2.1. < includes <S, <T , <g,

2.2. T is cofinal in (S + T,<),
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2.3. < agrees with <T in T .

There is also a notion of the least orientation including multiple orientations. If

<1, <2, . . . , <n are orientations on S then there is a unique minimal orientation < of

S which includes all <i; explicitly, s0 < s if and only if there exists s1, s2, . . . , sk = s

and indices i0, i1, . . . , ik−1 such that for each 0 ≤ j < k the relation sj <ij sj+1 holds.

We will also show the following: The following are equivalent over RCA0:

1. ACA0.

2. If (S,<S) and (T,<T ) are disjoint oriented systems, and g : T → S has an

upper support f : S → T , then there exists a least orientation on S + T which

includes <S, <T , <g, <f .

In Section 3.2 we turn our attention to Tukey reducibility and partial orders. If

(P,≤P ) is a partially ordered set then it satisfies the axioms for an oriented system.

In the context of partial orders one normally defines Tukey reducibility using the

classically equivalent notion of a convergent map. We say a partial ordering (E,≤E)

is Tukey reducible to a partial ordering (D,≤D), denoted by E ≤ty D, if and only if

there is a convergent map from D into E. That is, if and only if there is a function

f : D → E such that for all e ∈ E, there is a d ∈ D such that f(c) ≥E e for all

c ≥D d. Note that the convergent map in this definition is equivalent to the upper

support in the definition of Tukey reducibility above. That is, if you define g : E → D

such that g(e) is a witness d for e in the definition of f being convergent, then you

have ∀e ∈ E∀c ∈ D[g(e) ≤D c implies e ≤E f(c)] so f is the upper support of g.

We look at various classically equivalent definitions for the notion of Tukey re-

ducibility and examine how difficult it is to prove their equivalence. In what follows
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let (D,≤D) and (E,≤E) be partial orderings. We say a function f : D → E is co-

final if the image of each cofinal subset of D is cofinal in E. Tukey showed in [?]

that the existence of a cofinal map from D → E is equivalent to the existence of a

convergent map from D → E. We will show that the following are equivalent and

their equivalence is provable in RCA0.

1. There exists a convergent map from D into E.

2. There exists a cofinal map from D into E.

A subset X ⊆ D is called unbounded if there is no single d ∈ D which simulta-

neously bounds every member of X. That is, for each d ∈ D, there is some x ∈ X

such that d 6≥D x. A map g : E → D is called a Tukey map or an unbounded map if

the g-image of each unbounded subset of E is an unbounded subset of D. Schmidt

showed in [?] that there exists a convergent map from D into E if and only if there is

an unbounded map from E into D. We will show that this equivalence requires ACA0

by showing that there exists a computable convergent map f : D → E such that if

g : E → D is an unbounded map, then 0′ ≤T g.

If D ≤ty E and E ≤ty D, we say that D is Tukey equivalent to E, written as

D ≡ty E. The relation ≡ty is an equivalence relation and the equivalence classes are

called Tukey types.

In Section 3.3 we give a characterisation of the Tukey types of computable posets

and show that determining this Tukey type of computable posets is 0
′′′

-complete.

In Section 3.4 we examine a closely related but finer equivalence relation partial

orderings, known as cofinal similarity. Two partial orderings are cofinally similar

if and only if there is a partially ordered set into which they both embed as cofinal

subsets. The equivalence classes are called cofinal types and if P is cofinally similar to
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Q, then we write P ≡cf Q. Day showed in [?] that for directed sets cofinal similarity

coincides with Tukey equivalence. We give a characterisation of the cofinal types of

computable posets and show that this has complexity of at most Σ0
4 ∧ Π0

4.



Chapter 2

Computable Categoricity of Linear
Orders

Definition 2.0.1. We say a linear order L = (N,≤L) is computable if the relation

≤L is computable.

One of the notions central to the study of computable linear orders is that of

computably categoricity.

Definition 2.0.2. Given a Turing degree d and computable linear orders L and R,

we say that L is d-computably isomorphic to R if there is an isomorphism between L

and R which is computable from d. If d = 0 we say that L is computably isomorphic

to R.

Definition 2.0.3. We call a computable linear ordering L computably categorical if

any computable linear ordering R isomorphic to L is computably isomorphic to L.

All finite linear orders are computably categorical, as are some infinite linear

orders. The successor relation of a linear order is important in this context.

16
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Definition 2.0.4. We say that (x, y) is a successor pair in L, written as x →L y, if

x <L y and there does not exist a z ∈ L such that x <L z <L y.

In addition, we define a block of successors as follows.

Definition 2.0.5. We say that (x, y) are in a block if there are only finitely many

elements between x and y. That is, there exist z0, z1, . . . , zn such that z0 = x, zn = y

and for each i < n the pair (zi, zi+1) is a successor pair.

The successor relation of a computable linear order is co-c.e., that is the comple-

ment of a c.e. set. Hence the successor relation of a computable linear order is Π0
1 and

the block relation is Σ0
2. However if the successor relation is computable, the block

relation is Σ0
1.

Remmel gave a complete characterisation of computably categorical linear orders.

In [?] Remmel showed that a computable linear ordering L is computably categorical

if and only if the (classical) order type of L has only a finite number of successor

pairs. A linear order with only finitely many successor pairs is computably categorical

because one could begin by correctly mapping the finitely many successor pairs, then

run the back-and-forth construction in each of the finitely many infinite intervals

with no successors. To show the converse, Remmel assumes that L has infinitely

many successor pairs and then constructs another computable linear order R, which

is not computably isomorphic to L, and a ∆0
2-isomorphism f such that f : L→ R is

an isomorphism. This shows that L is not computably categorical. It is natural to ask

under what conditions we can construct f below certain types of ∆0
2 degrees. Firstly

we show that for a large class of computable linear orderings, if the successor relation

is computable, then it is possible to construct f below any computably enumerable

degree.
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2.1 Remmel’s construction under a c.e. set

Theorem 2.1.1. Let (L,<L) be a computable linear order with infinitely many suc-

cessor pairs and let D be a non-computable Σ0
1 set. Suppose the successor relation is

computable and the successor pairs satisfy one of the following requirements:

• There exists b ∈ L ∪ {∞} such that for all a <L b there exists a successor pair

(x, y) in L such that a <L x and y <L b.

• There exists b ∈ L∪{−∞} such that for all a >L b there exists a successor pair

(x, y) in L such that b <L x and y <L a.

• There exists an n such that each block of successors has length less than n.

Then there is a computable linear order (R,<R) such that R is not computably iso-

morphic to L but R is D-computably isomorphic to L.

Proof. This proof will closely follow the notation and argument of Remmel’s proof

with the addition of a permitting requirement to make f ≤T D.

Without loss of generality we assume that the domain of L is N and let C be the

set of infinitely many successor pairs in L. Let c0 < c1 < c2 . . . be a list of C in order

of magnitude.

We construct a linear order R and a function f : L → R meeting, for all e ∈ ω,

the following requirements:

• N : R is a computable linear order,

• M : f : L→ R is an isomorphism,

• M̂ : f ≤T D, and

• Pe : ϕe is not an isomorphism from L onto R.
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Strategy for N :

We will construct a computable linear order R in stages with domain N such that

R = ∪sRs. At each stage s of our construction, we shall enumerate at least one

number into R and specify a linear order <R on {0, 1, . . . , ks}, where ks is the largest

number enumerated into R at stage s. Once x and y are enumerated into <R and

either x <R y or y <R x is specified at some stage s, the order relation on x and y

cannot change after this stage, hence ensuring that R = (N, <R) is computable.

For notational convenience, we let rs0, r
s
1, . . . , r

s
ks

be the elements {0, 1 . . . , ks} in in-

creasing <R order. Similarly, ls0, l
s
1, . . . , l

s
ks

are the elements {0, 1, . . . , ks} in increasing

<L order. Therefore, Rs = ({0, 1, . . . , ks}, <R) and Ls = ({0, 1 . . . , ks}, <L).

Strategy for M :

At each stage we define a finite isomorphism fs : {0, 1, . . . , ks} → {0, 1, . . . , ks} to

be the unique order isomorphism between ({0, 1, . . . , ks}, <L) and ({0, 1, . . . , ks}, <R

). Thus for all i ≤ ks, we have fs(l
s
i ) = rsi . We define f(x) = lims fs(x). The

strategy to satisfy Pe may require fs(x) 6= fs+1(x) for some x and s. Hence we must

ensure that lims fs(x) and lims f
−1
s (x) exist for all x. To achieve this our construction

will allow the Pe strategy to require fs(x) 6= fs+1(x) only if x 6∈ {0, 1, . . . , e} ∪

{f−1
s (0), f−1

s (1), . . . , f−1
s (e)}. As we have to act to satisfy Pe at most once, the limits

will exist.
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Strategy for M̂ :

Without loss of generality we assume that exactly one number enters D at each stage

and let ds denote this number at stage s. To ensure f is D-computable we allow

fs+1(x) 6= fs(x) only if x ≥ ds.

The Strategy for Pe:

The requirement Pe is already permanently satisfied at stage s if either ϕe,s is not

one-to-one and order preserving on {x | x ≤ ks−1 and ϕe,s(x) ↓} or if there exists

a, b ∈ Ls−1 such that a →L b but ϕe(a) 6→Rs−1 ϕe(b). If Pe does not meet these

conditions at stage s, then we look for a, b ∈ Ls−1 such that:

• a→L b,

• ϕe,s(a) ↓, ϕe,s(b) ↓, and

• ϕe,s(a), ϕe,s(b) are successors in Rs−1.

If such a pair a, b exists then we define <R such that ϕe(a) <R t <R ϕe(b) where

t is the least number not in Rs−1. Hence we will have a, b ∈ L such that a→L b but

ϕe(a) 6→Rs ϕe(b). Hence Pe is satisfied at the end of this stage. However, we also

need to modify the current isomorphism fs so that f−1
s+1(a) 6→L f

−1
s+1(b). We discuss

this below in the strategy interaction section.

Blocks:

We define the following block relations:
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• B(lj, lk) holds if and only if there exist finitely many elements x0, x1, . . . , xn ∈ L

such that xi →L xi+1 for all i < n and lj = x0 and lk = xn.

• Bs(lj, lk) holds if and only if there exist finitely many elements x0, x1, . . . , xn ∈

Ls such that xi →L xi+1 for all i < n and lj = x0 and lk = xn.

Note that B(lj, lk) is Σ0
1 and Bs(lj, lk) is computable as the successor relation is

computable. We refer to the maximal block of successors containing lk at stage s

as Bs(lk). That is, Bs(lk) = {l | Bs(l, lk) or Bs(lk, l)}. We will refer to the block of

successors to the left of lk at stage s as LBs(lk). That is, LBs(lk) = {l | Bs(l, lk)}.

Similarly we refer to the block of successors to the right of lk as RBs(lk). That is,

RBs(lk) = {l | Bs(lk, l)}.

Strategy Interactions

Recall that the strategy to satisfy M requires that at each stage s we define a finite

isomorphism fs : {0, 1, . . . , ks} → {0, 1, . . . , ks} to be the unique order isomorphism

between Ls and Rs. Hence, if the strategy to satisfy Pe takes action at some stage

s + 1 by enumerating t into R such that ϕe(a) <R t <R ϕe(b), where a →L b, then

fs+1(x) 6= fs(x) on some interval of L. Suppose ϕe(a) = rsj and ϕe(b) = rsj+1 at stage

s. Then at stage s we have fs(l
s
j) = rsj = ϕe(a) and fs(l

s
j+1) = rsj+1 = ϕe(b). If at

stage s+ 1 the strategy Pe enumerates t into R such that ϕe(a) <R t <R ϕe(b), then

we have fs(l
s
j) <R t <R fs(l

s
j+1). So to satisfy M we must have fs+1(x) 6= fs(x) for

x ∈ RBs(l
s
j+1) or x ∈ LBs(l

s
j). More specifically, fs+1 must shift the image of each

element in RBs(l
s
j+1) one element to the left or fs+1 must shift the image of each

element in LBs(l
s
j) one element to the right.
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To respect requirements M and M̂ the strategy can only do this if the minimum of

the RBs(l
s
j+1) or the minimum of the LBs(l

s
j) is greater than e, ds and all elements of

{f−1
s (0), f−1

s (1), . . . , f−1
s (e)}. Suppose D permits Pe to makes these changes at some

stage s+ 1 and we have fs+1(x) 6= fs(x) for all x ∈ RBs(l
s
j+1). Since we have shifted

the image of each element in RBs(l
s
j+1) to the left, there is an element of R which is

not currently in the image of fs+1. Specifically, this is the element rsv which was the

image of the rightmost element lsv of the block RBs(l
s
j+1) at stage s. Since lsv and lsv+1

are not successors, there must be x ∈ L such that lsv <L x <L l
s
v+1. We enumerate

elements into L until we see this x and then set fs+1(x) = fs+1(rsv). On the other

hand if Pe is an isomorphism from L onto R and never gets permission to diagonalise

from D, then we will show that D is in fact computable.

Construction:

Stage 0: Let f0(0) = 0.

Stage s+ 1:

Look for the least e < s such that Pe is not satisfied and there exists n ≤ s + 1

which satisfy the following:

1. cn = (lsi , l
s
i+1) for some li, li+1 ≤ ks

2. For all x, y ≤ ks if ϕs+1
e (x) ↓, ϕs+1

e (y) ↓ and ϕe(x), ϕe(y) ≤ ks, then x <L y if

and only if ϕe(x) <R ϕe(y),

3. ϕs+1
e (lsi ) ↓, ϕs+1

e (lsi+1) ↓ and ϕs+1
e (lsi ) = rsj , ϕ

s+1
e (lsi+1) = rsj+1 for some j such

that lj, lj+1 ≤ ks,
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4. If m < n and cm = (lsa, l
s
a+1) for some a < ks, then ϕs+1

e (lsa) ↓, ϕs+1
e (lsa+1) ↓,

ϕs+1
e (lsa) = rsp, ϕ

s+1
e (lsa+1) = rsp+1, for some p such that p < ks, and

5. Either

5.1. minN{l | l ∈ RBs(l
s
j+1)} ≥ ds+1,

5.2. there is no x ∈ {0, 1, . . . , e} ∪ {f−1
s (0), f−1

s (1), . . . f−1
s (e)} such that x ∈

RBs(l
s
j+1), and

5.3. lsv = maxL{l | l ∈ RBs(l
s
j+1)} is not the greatest element of L,

or

5.1. minN{l | l ∈ LBs(l
s
j)} ≥ ds+1,

5.2. there is no x ∈ {0, 1, . . . , e} ∪ {f−1
s (0), f−1

s (1), . . . f−1
s (e)} such that x ∈

LBs(l
s
j), and

5.3. lsv = minL{l | l ∈ LBs(l
s
j)} is not the least element of L.

Note that we know (non-uniformly) whether L has a least or greatest element and

what these elements are. Therefore, condition 5 is computable to check. If there

is such an e < s and n, then suppose that we are in the first case of condition 5,

that is, minN{l | l ∈ RBs(lj+1)} ≥ ds+1. The other case is symmetric. Then let

rsj <R ks + 1 <R r
s
j+1, fs+1(lsj+1) = ks + 1, fs+1(lsj+2) = rsj+1, . . . , fs+1(lsv) = rsv−1. We

let fs+1(x) = fs(x) for all x <L l
s
j+1 and x >L l

s
v. Currently, rsv is not in the image of

fs+1 and fs+1(ks+1) is undefined. To resolve this and also preserve the isomorphism,

we continue to enumerate numbers into R, placing each number in the corresponding

position in R that it appears in L, as before. For each x > ks + 1 enumerated during

this process, we set fs+1(x) = x. We terminate this process when we enumerate x and
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lsv <L x <L l
s
v+1 or in the case that v = ks, then lsv <L x. Now we let fs+1(x) = rsv and

we place x in R in the same position as ks + 1 appears in L and set fs+1(ks + 1) = x.

Note that for all x ≤ ks with x 6∈ {lsj+1, . . . , l
s
v}, we have fs+1(x) = fs(x). Hence, for

all x ∈ {0, . . . , e} and all x ∈ {f−1
s (0), . . . , f−1

s (e)} we have fs+1(x) = fs(x).

If for each e < s no such n exists, we enumerate ks + 1 into R and let its position

in <R correspond to that in <L. That is, let ks+1 <R r
s
0 if ks+1 <L l

s
0, rsks <R ks+1

if lsks <L s+ 1 and rsp <R ks + 1 <R r
s
p+1 if lsp <L ks + 1 <L l

s
p+1 for some p < ks. Then

we define fs+1(ks + 1) = ks + 1 and fs+1(x) = fs(x) for all 0 ≤ x ≤ ks.

Verification

As each stage is effective, R = (N, <R) is a computable linear ordering and so re-

quirement N is satisfied. To satisfy requirement M we need to check that for all x,

lims fs(x) exists. Notice that fs+1(x) 6= fs(x) only if the e chosen at stage s+ 1 is less

than x. In this construction we need to act to satisfy Pe at most once, so these limits

exist. Similarly, f = lims f is onto R because Pe is restrained from altering fs+1 on

{f−1
s (0), . . . , f−1

s (s)}.

In this construction fs+1(x) 6= fs(x) only if x ∈ RBs(lj+1) and minN{l | l ∈

RBs(lj+1)} ≥ ds+1, or x ∈ LBs(lj) and minN{l | l ∈ LBs(lj)} ≥ ds+1. Hence

fs+1(x) 6= fs(x) only if x ≥ ds+1 and so M̂ is also satisfied. It remains to show that

Pe is satisfied for all e.

Assume that all the requirements P0, P1, . . . , Pe−1 are met by the end of stage s0

and assume for a contradiction that Pe is not satisfied. That is, we assume that ϕe

is one-to-one and order preserving from (N, <L) onto (N, <R) and each one of the

successor pairs c0, c1, c2, . . . is mapped by ϕe to another successor pair in R. That
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is, for all n if cn = (xn, yn), then both ϕe(xn), ϕe(yn) are defined and ϕe(xn) →R

ϕe(yn). For notational convenience we let LBs
n = LBs(f

−1
s (ϕe(xn))) and let RBs

n =

RBs(f
−1
s (ϕe(yn))). If our construction did act to satisfy Pe at stage s+ 1, then fs+1

would differ from fs on one of these blocks. Note that because Pi for i ≥ e cannot

change fs+1 on f−1
s (0), . . . , f−1

s (e), we have f−1(0) = f−1
s0

(0), . . . , f−1(e) = f−1
s0

(e).

Therefore, we have fixed the values of f−1(0), . . . , f−1(e) by stage s0.

As action was never taken to satisfy Pe then e did not satisfy the requirements

1− 5, with any n, at any stage s + 1 > s0. However, for each n, there exists a stage

sn > s0 such that, for all m ≤ n:

• ϕe,sn(xm) ↓, ϕe,sn(ym) ↓, and

• xm, ym, ϕe(xm), ϕe(ym) ≤ sn.

Hence e and n satisfy the requirements 1 − 4 at all stages s + 1 > sn. So for each

s+ 1 > sn it must be the case that we cannot change f on the LBs
n or RBs

n. However

for a large class of computable linear orderings, we claim that this forces D to be

computable. Before we look at the different cases we will prove the following lemma.

Lemma 2.1.1. If e is the least number such that Pe is not satisfied and the sn are as

before, then for all s ≥ sn

• f−1
s+1(ϕe(xn)) = f−1

s (ϕe(xn)), and

• f−1
s+1(ϕe(yn)) = f−1

s (ϕe(yn)).

Proof. Suppose at some stage s + 1 > sn we have f−1
s+1(ϕe(xn)) 6= f−1

s (ϕe(xn)) or

f−1
s+1(ϕe(yn)) 6= f−1

s (ϕe(yn)) but yet Pe is not satisfied. Note that fs+1(x) 6= fs(x) if

and only if at stage s + 1 our construction acted to satisfy Pi, for some i > e, using

a pair cm = (xm, ym) and x ∈ RBs(f
−1
s (ϕi(ym))) or x ∈ LBs(f

−1
s (ϕi(xm))).
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So either f−1
s (ϕe(yn)) ∈ RBs(f

−1
s (ϕi(ym))) and the current strategy requires f to

change on this block or f−1
s (ϕe(xn)) ∈ LBs(f

−1
s (ϕi(xm))) and the current strategy

requires f to change on this block. Suppose we are in the former case. If the strategy

to satisfy Pi can edit f on RBs(f
−1
s (ϕi(ym))) at stage s+ 1 then

• minNRBs(f
−1
s (ϕi(ym))) > ds+1,

• ({0, 1, . . . , i} ∪ {f−1
s (0), f−1

s (1), . . . f−1
s (i)}) ∩RBs(f

−1
s (ϕi(ym))) = ∅, and

• maxLRBs(f
−1
s (ϕi(ym))) is not the greatest element of L.

Since f−1
s (ϕe(yn)) ∈ RBs(f

−1
s (ϕi(ym))) we haveRBs(f

−1
s (ϕe(yn))) ⊂ RBs(f

−1
s (ϕi(ym)))

and so

• minNRBs(f
−1
s (ϕe(yn))) > ds+1,

• ({0, 1, . . . , e}∪{f−1
s (0), f−1

s (1), . . . f−1
s (e)})∩RB(f

−1
s (ϕe(yn))) = ∅ as e < i, and

• maxLRBs(f
−1
s (ϕe(yn))) is not the greatest element of L.

As e and n satisfy requirements 1-5 at stage s+ 1 and e < i, our construction would

act to satisfy Pe before Pi at this stage.

We return to our claim that D is computable if Pe is not satisfied. So for each

m ∈ N we need to be able to identify a stage t such that:

• For all s > t there exists n such that min(RBs
n) > m,

• ({0, 1, . . . , e} ∪ {f−1(0), f−1(1), . . . f−1(e)}) ∩RBs
n = ∅, and

• If L has a maximum element it is not in RBs
n.

or
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• For all s > t there exists n such that min(LBs
n) > m,

• ({0, 1, . . . , e} ∪ {f−1(0), f−1(1), . . . f−1(e)}) ∩ LBs
n = ∅, and

• If L has a minimum element it is not in LBs
n.

Case 1: There exists b ∈ L ∪ {∞} such that for all a <L b there exists a

successor pair (x, y) in L such that a <L x and y <L b. Given m, we want to

know if m ∈ D. Without loss of generality, we can assume that m > e. Let a =

maxL{x | x ≤N m and x <L b} ∪ {f−1(u) | u ≤ e and f−1(u) <L b}. We wait for

a stage t such that there exists a pair cp = (xp, yp) such that a <L xp <L yp <L b

and both ft(xp) and ft(yp) are in the range of ϕe. That is, yp = f−1
t (ϕe(yn)) for

some successor pair cn = (xn, yn). As Pe is not satisfied, by lemma 2.1.1, we have

f−1
s (ϕe(yn)) = yp for all s > t. By our choice of yp we have that minNRB

s
n > m

and ({0, 1, . . . e} ∪ {f−1(0), f−1(1), . . . f−1(e)}) ∩ RBs
n = ∅ for all s > t. Hence our

construction can act to satisfy Pe if at any stage s ≥ t if ds < m. As Pe was never

satisfied, we conclude that Dt � m = D � m. Hence D is computable.

Case 2: There exists a ∈ L ∪ {−∞} such that for all b >L a there exists a

successor pair (x, y) in L such that a <L x and y <L a. This argument is symmetric

to case 1.

Case 3: There exists an r such that each block of successors has length less

than r. Again, given m, we want to know if m ∈ D. We wait for a stage t such

that there exists a pair cp = (ltq, l
t
q+1) and r − 2 elements greater than ltq+1 such that

minN(ltq, l
t
q+1, l

t
q+2, . . . , l

t
q+r−1) >L {0, 1, . . . ,m}∪{0, 1, . . . , e}∪{f−1

s (0), f−1
s (1), . . . f−1

s (e)}

and ft(l
t
q), ft(l

t
q+1) are in the range of ϕe. That is, ltq+1 = f−1

t (ϕe(yn)), for some succes-

sor pair cn = (xn, yn). As Pe is not satisfied, by lemma 2.1.1, we have f−1
s (ϕe(yn)) =

ltq+1 for all s > t. Since a block of successors has size at most r, we have that
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minNRB
s
n > m and {0, 1, . . . e} ∩ RBs

n = ∅ for all s > t. Hence our construction

can act to satisfy Pe if at any stage s ≥ t if ds < m. As Pe was never satisfied, we

conclude that Dt � m = D � m. Hence D is computable.
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2.2 A failure of permitting in Remmel’s construc-

tion.

In the following theorem we see that it is not possible to perform Remmel’s argument

below every non-zero ∆0
2 degree. We construct a computable linear order L and

an ω-c.e. set D such that any function f demonstrating that L is not computably

categorical cannot be computed from D.

Theorem 2.2.1. There exists a non computable ω-c.e. set D, and a computable linear

order L with infinitely many successor pairs such that, if R is a computable linear

order which is D-computably isomorphic to L, then R is computably isomorphic to L.

Proof. In the case that ϕi defines a linear order, Li denotes the linear order generated

by the i-th partial computable function. Without loss of generality we assume that

the domain of Li is N and so Li = (N,≤i) where ≤i is the binary relation computed

by ϕi.

We need to build a computable linear order L and an ω-c.e. set D meeting, for all

j, e, i ∈ ω, the following requirements:

• Dj : Φj 6= D, and

• R〈e,i〉: If ΦD
e : Li → L is an isomorphism, then there exists a computable

isomorphism ∆ : Li → L.

Note that ∆ is a partial computable function built by one of our strategies.

Constructing a computable linear order L

We will construct L = ∪sLs in stages with domain N. To construct L we replace

each rational in Q with a finite block of successors. The natural numbers are added
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to L in numerical order and we let m denote the next natural number to be added.

We begin with m = 0. Let Q = {q0, q1, . . . , qk, . . .} be a computable enumeration

of Q and let pk denote the kth prime, where p0 = 2. At stage s we add a finite

block of successors to L, known as bs of length ps, and specify the linear ordering <L

on Ls = ∪sbs. The block bs in L will occupy the position which corresponds to the

position qs in Q. That is bj <L bk in Ls if and only if qj <Q qk. We write bj <L bk

to mean that for any x ∈ bj and y ∈ bk we have x <L y. More specifically at stage s,

we add m,m + 1, . . . ,m + (ps − 1) to L, increment m by ps and define <L on these

elements as follows: m <L m + 1 <L . . . <L m + (ps − 1). We then refer to this as

the block bs. Hence the domain of L will be N and L will consist of infinitely many

blocks of successors with distinct length. An R〈e,i〉 strategy may cause bs to grow so

that it can diagonalise but we will ensure that the block of successors bs will have

length pns for some n at every stage t ≥ s. Even though bs may expand at some stage,

the initial and end elements will remain unchanged. We denote the length of bs by

|bs|. As each block in L will have unique length, if L ∼= Li then there is a unique

isomorphism from Li onto L.

Constructing an ω-c.e. set D

In the usual way, the Dj strategies ensure that D is not computable. Each Dj strategy

will choose a witness x and keep x out of D. If at any stage Φj(x) = 0, then the Dj

strategy will enumerate x into D and stop. On the other hand, the R〈e,i〉 strategy

will sometimes need to reset an initial segment of D. However we will be able to

computably bound the number of times D(x) will change, hence making D an ω-c.e.

set.
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Defining the pre-images of the blocks

Within the strategy R〈e,i〉 we will refer to the pre-image of bk in Li, under ΦD
e as ak.

We will define ak at some stage s and after this stage the initial element initak and

end element endak of ak will never change. So for all t ≥ s, we define ak,t = {a ∈

Li | initak ≤Li a ≤Li endak}. Hence if Li adds a new element to the interior of ak we

consider it part of ak but if it adds a predecessor to initak or a successor to endak we

do not consider these part of ak. We refer to the number of elements in this interval

as the length of ak, written as |ak|.

Constructing ∆

If ϕi does define a linear order Li and ΦD
e : Li → L is an isomorphism, then the R〈e,i〉

strategy must construct a computable isomorphism ∆ : Li → L. Only this R〈e,i〉

makes definitions for this ∆ whereas other R〈e,i〉-strategies define their own versions

of ∆. The basic strategy for constructing ∆ is to copy ΦD
e as it converges onto blocks

in L. That is, we set n = 0 and wait for a stage sn where we see that ΦD
e is onto bn.

We then define an to be the pre-image of bn at this stage, by defining ∆(a) = Φ
Dsn
e (a)

for all a ∈ an. We then increment n by 1 and repeat.

If n tends to infinity and for each n, the interval an, the block bn and the isomor-

phism between them ΦD
e (an) do not change after stage sn, then we will have defined a

computable function ∆ from Li to L. Note that we say ΦD
e (an) does not change after

stage sn, if for all a ∈ an, we have ΦD
e (a) = ∆(a) at all s > sn. However if an, bn or

ΦD
e (an) do change at any stage, then the corresponding R〈e,i〉 strategy must respond.

Note that ΦD
e (an) may change at some stage s > sn, if a Dj requirement adds an

element to D below the use of ΦD
e (an) or another R〈e′,i′〉 requirement changed D below
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this use. Although each strategy define their own ∆ and an intervals, all strategies

are working with the same blocks in L. Hence if one strategy makes changes to a

block, it will effect all other strategies. We now describe the R〈e,i〉 strategy’s response:

Either an or bn have increased in size: That is, at some stage s > sn, the linear

order Li added a new element to an or some R〈e,i〉 strategy expanded the block bn.

We now distinguish three cases:

Case 1: If |an| > |bn| we set D � sn = Dsn � sn and restrain any numbers from

entering bn and D � sn from this stage on and stop. In doing so we have ensured that

ΦD
e cannot be an isomorphism from Li to L.

Case 2: If |an| < |bn| then we wait for an to expand and converge onto bn again.

Alternatively, a different set of elements in Li may converge onto bn. In that case

either ΦD
e is not 1-1 from Li into L or ΦD

e has changed on an.

Case 3: If |an| = |bn| and ΦD
e (an) has not changed since stage sn, then an and bn

have new elements in corresponding positions and we define ∆(a) = ΦD
e (a) for the

new elements in an.

The computation ΦD
e (an) has changed : A Dj strategy may enumerate an element

into D below the use of a computation ΦD
e (an) after the stage sn, or another R〈e,i〉

strategy may change D below this use, at which we defined ∆(an). If this happens,

then ΦD
e (an) may change or not converge at all. If ΦD

e (an) no longer converges, than

we simply wait to see if it converges again. If not, then it is not an isomorphism from

Li into L.

However, if ΦD
e (an) does converge but has changed since stage sn, this presents

us with a problem. The computable function ∆ which we are constructing may no

longer be extendable to an isomorphism, while ΦD
e may be an isomorphism. The R〈e,i〉

strategy responds by preventing the function ΦD
e from possibly being an isomorphism
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from Li to L. It does so as follows:

It begins by restraining any new numbers from entering D � sn or the block bn.

Hence we have preserved this computation.

Case 1: ΦD
e (an) is not part of one block in L. In this case we wait. The elements

of an in L are being mapped onto multiple blocks in L. If ΦD
e will extend to an

isomorphism then the interval an must be infinite and so at some stage we will see

that |an| > |bn|. The R〈e,i〉 strategy now restores the computation at stage sn by

setting D � sn = Dsn � sn. Now the elements that belonged to an at stage sn are being

mapped into bn once more and this computation cannot change after this stage.

As |an| > |bn| and |bn| will never increase, the function ΦD
e cannot extend to an

isomorphism and so the strategy stops.

Case 2: ΦD
e (an) is part of a block bk in L. In this case we add new elements to

the interior of bk until |bk| > |bn| and in this process break at least one successor pair

in bk. So if ΦD
e is to extend to an isomorphism then Li must expand an to the size of

bk. If this happens, then we will have |an| > |bn| and proceed as in Case 1.

The tree of strategies

The full construction takes place on a tree of strategies T = Λ<ω where

Λ = {sfin <Λ ∞ <Λ . . . dn <Λ rn <Λ wn <Λ . . . <Λ b1 <Λ r1 <Λ w1 <Λ

b0 <Λ r0 <Λ w0 <Λ wI <Λ w}

is the set of outcomes of a strategy. We effectively order the requirements as follows:

Let D0 < R0 < D1 < R1 < . . . < Dj < Rj < . . .. Furthermore, all strategies α ∈ T
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of length j are assigned to the jth requirement. The linear ordering <Λ on the set

of outcomes Λ induces a lexicographical ordering of the tree of strategies T . That is,

α <lex β if there are γ ∈ T and oα <Λ oβ such that γˆ〈oα〉 ⊆ α and γˆ〈oβ〉 ⊆ β. Note

that α <lex β means that α is left of β on the tree of strategies. We say that α has

higher priority than β, written as α < β, if α <lex β or α ⊂ β.

Other restraints

We let sα denote the first stage at which the strategy α is eligible to act after last

being initialised. As we have seen, the R〈e,i〉 strategies may expand a block in L. We

need to ensure that each block gets changed at most finitely often. To do this we do

not allow an R〈e,i〉 strategy α to change any block bk where k < sα.

Similarly to ensure that there exists some s where D � s = Ds � s we require that

the witness chosen by the Dj strategy is greater than sα.

Notation

As a notational convenience, we will write ∆(an) = bn at stage s to mean that

∆(a) = ΦDs
e (a) for each a ∈ an. Similarly we will say that ∆(an) 6= bn at stage s if

for some a ∈ an we have ∆(a) 6= ΦDs
e (a). We will also write ΦD

e (an) ↑ to mean that

for some a ∈ an we have ΦD
e (a) ↑. Similarly we will write ΦD

e (an) ↓ to mean that for

all a ∈ an we have ΦD
e (a) ↓. We let ΦD

e (x)[s] denote the computation ΦDs
e,s(x).

The full strategies

Strategy for Dj:
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1. Pick a unused witness x larger than any number mentioned so far in the con-

struction and keep x out of D. In particular x is chosen to be greater than any

restraints placed on D by higher priority requirements.

2. Wait for a stage such that Φj(x) = 0.

3. Enumerate x into D and stop.

Outcomes:

w: Wait at step 2 infinitely often. Then D(x) = 0 6= Φj(x).

sfin: Stop at step 3 after x has been enumerated into D. Then D(x) = 1 6= 0 = Φj(x).

Strategy for R〈e,i〉 requirement α:

Note that if at any point, we see that ϕi violates one of the Π0
1 conditions to be a

linear order or that ΦD
e is not one-to-one or order preserving on Li, then we stop the

current action for α and take outcome sfin. All parameters are local to this strategy

but we suppress the subscript α for readability, and often suppress the stage number

subscript as well. When needed, we will use nα or nα,s to denote the parameter n for

the requirement α at stage s.

(A) Set-up phase. At the first stage at which α is eligible to act, choose the param-

eter v large and take outcome wI . At future α-stages, check whether

• ΦD
e (x)[s] converges for all x ≤ v, and

• ΦD
e [s] maps finite intervals in Li onto each of the finite blocks b0,s, . . . , bv,s.

If no, take outcome wI . If yes, then for j ≤ v, define ainit
j and aend

j so that

aj,s = {x ∈ Li : ainit
j ≤Li x ≤Li aend

j }
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is the finite interval mapped onto bj. For stages t ≥ s, we let aj,t denote the set

of x ∈ Li such that ainit
j ≤Li x ≤Li aend

j . Let uv denote the maximum use of the

computations seen in this phase. Set ∆(aj) = ΦD
e (aj) for j ≤ v and proceed to

(B).

(B) Main loop. At the first stage we enter this main loop, set the parameter n =

v + 1.

(B.1) Check whether Li has placed any new elements in some aj for j < n so

that |aj,s| > |bj,s|. If so, take outcome sfin at this and each future α-stage.

If not, check whether ΦD
e (n)[s] converges and whether ΦD

e [s] maps a finite

interval in Li onto the block bn,s. If not, take outcome wn. If so, proceed

to (B.2).

(B.2) Let s0 denote the α-stage at which the convergences in (B.1) occur. De-

fine ainit
n , aend

n and an,s as above and let un denote the maximum use for

ΦD
e (j)[s0] and ΦD

e (aj)[s0] for j ≤ n. Define ∆(an) = ΦD
e (an)[s0] and take

outcome ∞.

(B.3) At the next α-stage s1 after s0, act as follows based on the case satisfied.

(B.3.1) There is a j ≤ n such that |bj,s1| > |bj,s0 |. At this stage and future α-

stages, check if aj,s has grown so that |aj,s| = |bj,s1| and ΦD
e (aj)[s] = bj.

If not, take outcome α ∗ rn. If so, define ∆(a) = ΦD
e (a)[s] for any a

in aj,s on which ∆ was not previously defined, increment n by 1 and

return to (B.1).

(B.3.2) For each j ≤ n, we have |bj,s1| = |bj,s0|, but Ds1 � un 6= Ds0 � un. In

this case, enter the recovery phase below.
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(B.3.3) For each j ≤ n, we have |bj,s1| = |bj,s0|, and Ds1 � un = Ds0 � un. In

this case, increment n by 1 and return to (B.1).

(C) Recovery phase. We continue to let s0 and s1 denote the α-stages referenced

above.

(C.1) Check whether ΦD
e (x)[s] converges for all j ≤ n and x ∈ aj,s0 . If not, take

outcome rn. If so, proceed to (C.2).

(C.2) Let s2 > s1 be the α-stage at which we see these convergences. Check if

ΦD
e (x)[s2] = ΦD

e (x)[s0] for all j ≤ n and x ∈ aj,s0 . If so, increment n by 1

and return to (B.1). If not, proceed to (C.3).

(C.3) We have at least one j ≤ n and x ∈ aj,s0 such that ΦD
e (x)[s2] 6= ΦD

e (x)[s0].

We act according to which of the following two cases applies.

(C.3.1) There is a j ≤ n and an Li-successor pair x, y ∈ aj,s0 such that

ΦD
e (x)[s2],ΦD

e (y)[s2] ∈ bk,s2 for some k 6= j. In this case, we add new

elements to bk,s2+1 between ΦD
e (x)[s2] and ΦD

e (y)[s2] so that |bk,s2+1| is

a power of the k-th prime pk and so that the interval between ΦD
e (x)[s2]

and ΦD
e (y)[s2] has size greater than bj,s2 . We take outcome dn. At fu-

ture α-stages, we check whether the Li-interval between x and y has

grown to have size greater than |bj,s2|. If not, we take outcome dn. If

so, we reset Ds � un = Ds0 � un and take outcome sfin at all future

α-stages.

(C.3.2) If there is no such index j and pair x, y, then we take outcome dn

without expanding any bp,s2 blocks. At future α stages s, we check

whether there is an index j ≤ n such that |aj,s| > |bj,s|. If not, we
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take outcome α ∗ dn. If so, we we reset Ds � un = Ds0 � un and take

outcome sfin at all future α-stages.

Outcomes:

wn: Wait at step (B.1) forever for some n. Then ΦD
e is not an isomorphism form Li

onto L.

rn: Wait at step (B.3.1) or (C.1) forever. Then for some n, either |an| < |bn| or ΦD
e

does not converge on some a ∈ an and hence is not an isomorphism from Li

onto L.

dn: Wait at step (C.3) forever. Then ΦD
e is not an isomorphism from Li onto L.

∞: Eventually reach step (B.1) for all n. Then we have defined a computable

isomorphism ∆ from Li onto L.

sfin: Stop because Li is not a linear order or ΦD
e is not one-to-one or order preserving.

Alternatively stop at step (B.1) or (C.3) because for some n, either |an| > |bn|.

In all cases, ΦD
e is not an isomorphism from Li → L.

The construction

The construction is performed in ω many stages s. Each stage consists of substages

t ≤ s. At substage t of stage s, a strategy α of length t with the current correct guess

about the outcomes of the strategies β ⊂ α is eligible to act. Strategy α will then

proceed according to its strategy from where it left off the last time it was eligible to

act. At the end of each substage t ≤ s, the strategy α will determine its outcome o

and thus the strategy αˆ〈o〉 is eligible to act at the next substage t + 1. We define
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the current true path TPs at stage s to be the longest strategy eligible to act at

stage s. At the end of stage s, we initialise all strategies to the right of TPs in the

tree of strategies. Initialising a strategy means cancelling all of its parameters and

requiring it to restart as though it had never acted. This completes the description

of the construction.

Verification

Denote by TP ∈ [T ] the true path of the construction, i.e. the lim inf of TPs as s tends

to infinity. Note that TP will be an infinite path through T . We observe that the true

outcome is the leftmost current outcome that is achieved infinitely often. Either the

infinitary outcome ∞ achieved at infinitely many stages or a finitary outcome (sfin,

w, wn, rn, dn or wI) achieved at cofinitely many stages. Note that our construction

ensures the following facts, once a strategy on the true path has been initialised for

the last time:

• A true finitary outcome once current must by current from that stage on.

• In the case of a true infinitary outcome, any current finitary outcome, once no

longer current, can never be current again.

• If α is on the true path and α is last initialised at stage s, then no β to the left

of α on the tree of strategies is eligible to act after stage s.

Lemma 2.2.1. Let α be an R〈e,i〉 strategy. If α leaves the set-up phase at stage s,

then no requirement can injure the computations ΦD
e (aj)[s] for j ≤ v by changing D

below uv without initialising α.
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Proof. Assume α is not initialised after s. First, we show that no Dj-strategy can

enumerate a number into D below uv after stage s. Let β be a Dj-strategy. If β is to

the left of α on the tree of strategies, then β cannot be eligible to act. If β ∗ w ⊆ α

and β enumerates an element into D, then the path moves to the left of α and α is

initialised. If β ∗ sfin ⊆ α, then β has already enumerated its witness into D by stage

s. If β is to the right of α, then β is initialised at stage s and will only pick witnesses

larger than uv at future stages. Similarly, since α first takes an outcome other than

α ∗ wI at stage s (and will not take outcome α ∗ wI again unless initialised), if β is

below α on the tree of strategies, it will choose witnesses greater than uv. Therefore,

no Dj strategy can enumerate a number into D below uv unless α is initialised.

Second, let β be an R〈e′,i′〉 strategy. Such a strategy could cause a change in D

below uv in its recovery phase by resetting D in (C.3.1) or (C.3.2). If β is to the left

of α, it will not be eligible to act. If β ∗sfin ⊆ α, then β will continue to take outcome

β ∗ sfin unless it is initialised, in which case, α will be initialised as well. If β ⊂ α

but β ∗ sfin 6⊆ α, then when β resets D, it moves the path left of α and initialises α.

Finally, suppose β is to the right of α or below an α outcome other than α∗wI . For a

contradiction, let t > s be the least stage at which such a β strategy changes D below

uv and fix the β strategy which makes the change. β must be acting in (C.3.1) or

(C.3.2) by resetting Dt � un,β = Ds0 � un,β for an appropriate β-parameter un,β and

a stage s0 < t from β action in (B.3.2). However, β was initialised at stage s (or had

not acted before stage s) and hence s < s0. Therefore, Ds0 � un,β already disagreed

with Ds below uv, contradicting the minimality of t.

A similar analysis will show the following two lemmas.

Lemma 2.2.2. Let α be an R〈e,i〉 strategy. While α waits at (B.1) no requirement
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can injure the computations ΦD
e (aj)[s] for j < n without initialising α.

Lemma 2.2.3. Let α be an R〈e,i〉 strategy. While α waits at (B.3.1) no requirement

can injure the computations ΦD
e (aj)[s] for j ≤ n without initialising α.

Lemma 2.2.4. Let α be an R〈e,i〉 strategy. If α resets D in (C.3.1) or (C.3.2) at

stage s, then no strategy can injure the computations ΦD
e (aj)[s] without initialising α.

Proof. No strategy β to the left of α can act without initialising α. If β ⊂ α changed

D �un, either by enumerating an element into D for a Dj strategy or resetting D for

an R〈e′,i′〉 strategy, then β takes outcome β ∗ sfin for the first time. Therefore, β ∗ sfin

is to the left of α and initialises α. Suppose α ∗ sfin ⊆ β or β is to the right of α. If

α ∗ sfin ⊆ β then β has never acted before stage s and if β is to the right of α on the

tree of strategies it is initialised at stage s. In either case, the same argument as in

the last paragraph of the proof of Lemma 2.2.1 shows that β cannot change D below

un.

Lemma 2.2.5. Let α be an R〈e,i〉 strategy such that α leaves the set-up phase at stage

s. Unless R〈e,i〉 is initialised, at each future α-stage t > s, bj,t = bj,s for all j ≤ v.

Proof. Assume α is not initialised after s. A block bj,t can only be expanded by an

R-strategy acting in (C.3.1), so let β be an R〈e′,i′〉-strategy which is not to the left of

α on the tree of strategies.

First, suppose that β ⊂ α. When β acts in (C.3.1), it switches from outcome

β ∗∞ or β ∗ rn to β ∗ dn. Since α has been eligible to act before and is not initialised

by this change, we must have β ∗∞ ⊆ α. However, once β takes outcome β ∗dn (since

β cannot be initialised again), it either always takes outcome β ∗ dn or it switches to
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β ∗ sfin. In the former case, there are no more α-stages, and in the later case, α is

initialised.

Second, suppose β either is to the right of α or is below α but not below α ∗ wI

(since the strategies below α ∗ wI will not be eligible to act after stage s unless α is

initialised). For a contradiction, assume β is the first strategy to expand a block bp,s′

with p ≤ vα at a stage s′ > s. Thus, bp,s′ = bp,s before β acts in (C.3.1) to increase

the size of bp,s′+1. Since β was initialised at stage s or was not eligible to act until

after stage s, vβ > vα and so p < vβ. Fix the elements x and y from (C.3.1) such that

ΦD
e′ (x)[s′] and ΦD

e′ (y)[s′] are in bp,s′ . By lemma 2.2.1 applied to β, ΦD
e′ (ap,β)[s′] remains

the same as when β left the set-up phase. Since bp,s′ = bp,s, we have that ΦD
e′ (ap,β)[s′]

maps onto bp,s′ and so ΦD
e′ [s
′] is not one-to-one. Therefore, by construction, rather

than expanding bp,s′ , β takes outcome sfin to preserve the failure of one-to-oneness.

A similar analysis will show the following lemmas.

Lemma 2.2.6. Let α be an R〈e,i〉 strategy which starts waiting at (B.1) in a loop cycle

at stage s. For each α-stage t > s at which R returns to this same cycle at (B.1), we

have bj,t = bj,s for all j ≤ n.

Lemma 2.2.7. Let α be an R〈e,i〉 strategy which starts waiting at (B.3.1) in a loop

cycle at stage s. For each α-stage t > s at which α returns to this same cycle at

(B.3.1), we have bj,t = bj,s for all j ≤ n.

Lemma 2.2.8. Let α be an R〈e,i〉 strategy which enters (C.1) or (C.3.2) at stage s2.

Unless α is initialised, at each α-stage t > s2 at which α returns to the same cycle of

(C.1) or (C.3.2), we have bj,t = bj,s2 for all j ≤ n.
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Lemma 2.2.9. Let α be an R〈e,i〉 strategy which enters (C.3.1) at stage s2. Unless α

is initialised, at each α-stage t > s2 at which α returns to the same cycle of (C.3.1),

we have bj,t = bj,s2+1 for all j ≤ n.

The above lemmas show that if α is an R〈e,i〉 strategy, which has defined ∆α(aj)

for j ≤ n, then it can only be injured when it takes outcome∞ at some stage s. This

is because some strategy β ⊃ α ∗∞ may have started acting at an earlier stage. If β

is an R〈e,i〉 strategy it may expand some block bj for some j ≤ n or reset D causing a

change to D �un. Similarly, if β is a D-strategy, it could enumerate a witness chosen

at an earlier stage into D, again causing a change to D �un. The next lemma shows

that at most one of these can occur each time α takes outcome ∞.

Lemma 2.2.10. Let α be an R〈e,i〉 strategy which starts takes outcome α∗∞ at stage

s0. Unless α is initialised, at the next α-stage s1, we could have that |bj,s1| > |bj,s0|

for some j ≤ n or that Ds1 � un 6= Ds0 � un, but not both.

Proof. Suppose β ⊃ α∗∞ injures α at stage s0. If β is a D-strategy that enumerates

a new element into D �un or an R-strategy that changes D �un in (C.3), then β takes

the new outcome sfin at stage s0. No R-strategy β′ ⊃ β ∗ sfin can cause a block bj,s0

to grow at stage s0 because the strategies are acting for the first time. If β is an

R-strategy that expands the block bj for some j ≤ n, then it takes a new outcome

β ∗ dn at stage s0. No β′ ⊃ β can change Ds0 �un at stage s0 because they are acting

for the first time. Hence only β ⊃ α ∗∞ can injure α at stage s0.

In addition, we claim that no other strategy can change Ds0 �un or cause a block

bj with j ≤ n to grow before stage s, without initialising α. If β ⊂ α causes either

of these changes, it would move the path to the left of α, initialising α. If β is to the

left of α, it cannot act without initialising α.
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Finally, suppose β is to the right of α. If β is a D-strategy, it will only choose

witnesses x > un and so will not change D �un. Assume β is an R〈e′,i′〉 strategy. In

this case, β cannot increase the size of a block bj for j ≤ n by the argument given in

the last paragraph of the proof of Lemma 2.2.5, and β cannot change D �un by the

argument given in the last paragraph of the proof of Lemma 2.2.1.

The following lemma shows that D is ω-c.e.

Lemma 2.2.11. Let β be a D-strategy and let s be a β-stage at which β enumerates

its current witness xβ into D. The only strategies which could later remove xβ from

D or add xβ to D are the R-strategies α such that α ∗∞ ⊆ β and each such strategy

can remove or add x at most once.

Proof. An R-strategy α can only change D when it acts in (C.3.1) or (C.3.2), and it

can only reach the recovery phase if D changes below its current use unα,α between

a stage s0 when α takes outcome α ∗ ∞ and the next α-stage s1. We claim that no

R-strategies α except those with α∗∞ ⊆ β can satisfy the following conditions: there

is an α ∗ ∞-stage s0 ≤ s but no subsequent α-stage before stage s, such that α has

not been initialised between s0 and the end of stage s, and xβ is less that the current

α use unα,α. If α ∗∞ is to the left of β on the tree of strategies, then β was initialised

at the last α ∗ ∞ stage and hence chose its witness greater than the current α use

unα,α. If α is to the right of β or below β ∗w, then α is initialised at the end of stage

s. If α is below β ∗ sfin, then α has not been eligible to act yet and so there have been

no α ∗∞-stages. Therefore, the only R-strategies which could respond to this initial

enumeration of x into D are those such that α ∗∞ ⊆ β.
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It remains to see what happens if one of these R-strategies moves x in or out of D.

Let α∗∞ ⊆ β. If α resets D in its recovery phase (and so removing or adding x), then

it takes outcome α ∗ sfin. This initialises any R-strategy α′ such that α ∗∞ ⊆ α′. In

particular, if α′∗∞ ⊆ β, α′ cannot subsequently cause a change in x. Furthermore, by

the same analysis as in the previous paragraph, after α resets D, the only strategies

which could cause a further change in the status of x are R-strategies γ such that

γ ∗∞ ⊆ α. The statement of the lemma now follows.

Lemma 2.2.12. Every strategy α ⊂ TP ensures the satisfaction of its requirement.

Proof. To see this we proceed by simultaneous induction on the length of α. Fix sα

least such that α ⊆ TPsα and α has not been initialised since stage sα. We now

distinguish cases for α.

Case 1 : α is an Dj-strategy: Then α picks a permanent witness x at stage sα.

If at any α-stage s > sα, we have Φj(x) = 0 then α enumerates x into D at stage

s. Hence Ds(x) = 1 6= Φj(x). We claim that no strategy β will remove x from D

after stage s, and hence Dj will be satisfied. We saw in lemma 2.2.11 that the only

strategies that could remove x from D or add x to D after stage s are the R-strategies

β such that β ∗ ∞ ⊂ α. However if this happens at some stage s1 > s then β takes

outcome sfin at stage s1, initialising α after stage sα for a contradiction.

Otherwise D(x) = 0 6= Φj(x). As each Dj strategy selects a unique witness, no

other Dj strategy will enumerate x into D. In addition, no R-strategy β will add x

to D since all computations copied by these strategies will have D(x) = 0.

Case 2 : α is an R〈e,i〉-strategy:

If α stops at some α-stage s > sα because Li is not a linear order then no other

strategy can injure this and so α is satisfied.
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If at some α-stage s > sα it happens that ΦD
e is not one-to-one or order preserving,

then α stops and we claim that no other strategies will change D � s after this stage.

That is, Ds � s = Ds′ � s for all s′ > s. No β to the left of α will be eligible to act

after stage sα by assumption. Note that any D-strategy or R-strategy which changes

D, switches its output to sfin. Since α has the correct guess about all the strategies

β ⊂ α, no β ⊂ α changes D � s after stage s. Any β ⊃ α or β to the right of α

which act after stage s will be initialised for the first time after stage s. Hence any

witnesses chosen by D-strategies will be greater than s and any computations copied

by R〈e,i〉-strategies will have D � s = Ds � s as in the proof of Lemma 2.2.1. Hence α

is satisfied.

If α takes outcome α ∗ wI at every α-stage after sα, then either ΦD
e (x) diverges

for some x ≤ v or ΦD
e does not map onto the blocks b0, . . . bv. In either case, R〈e,i〉 is

satisfied. Therefore, assume that α eventually leaves the set up phase.

Suppose at some α-stage s > sα, the α strategy takes outcome sfin in (B.1),

because |aj,s| > |bj,s|. As α is never initialised again there are infinitely many α-

stages, the same analysis used to prove Lemma 2.2.2 and 2.2.6 shows that bj,t = bj,s,

for all t > s and that ΦD
e (aj) = ΦDs

e,s(aj)[s]. Therefore, ΦD
e cannot be an isomorphism

from Li to L, so R〈e,i〉 is satisfied.

If α waits forever at step (B.1) for some for some n, taking outcome α ∗wn, then

ΦD
e does not converge onto the block bn in L. Therefore, ΦD

e is not an isomorphism

from Li → L and so α is satisfied.

By the previous paragraph, we can assume that for each n ≥ v, if α starts (B.1)

with parameter n, then there is a future α-stage sn at which α takes outcome α ∗∞.

To prove that α satisfies its requirement, we split into two cases. For the first case,

assume that we never enter (C.3) in the recovery phase. Once we have analyzed this
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case, we will return to what happens if α reaches (C.3).

Assume that α never reaches (C.3). Fix n and sn as above and consider what

happens at the first α-stage s′n > sn. By Lemma 2.2.10, we could have |bj,s′n| > |bj,sn|

for some j ≤ n or Ds′n � un 6= Dsn � un or neither, but not both. Consider each of the

three possible cases separately.

First, if |bj,s′n| = |bj,sn| for all j ≤ n and Ds′n � un = Dsn � un, then we have

∆(aj) = ΦD
e (aj)[sn] = ΦD

e (aj)[s
′
n] is correctly defined and onto bj for each j ≤ n. We

return to (B.1) with the parameter n incremented by 1.

Second, suppose |bj,s′n| > |bj,sn| for some j ≤ n, so α acts in (B.3.1). Since α

is never initialized again, by Lemmas 2.2.3 and 2.2.7, at future stages s > s′n the

computations ΦD
e (aj)[s] = ΦD

e (aj)[sn] = ΦD
e (aj)[s

′
n] remain intact and the blocks

bj,s = bj,s′n for j ≤ n do not grow while α waits for Li to increase the size of the

blocks aj for each j ≤ n such that |bj,s′n| > |bj,sn|. If some aj block never grows to the

proper size then R〈e,i〉 is satisfied since ΦD
e does not map aj onto bj. Therefore, we

can assume that whenever α enters (B.3.1), the aj blocks do grow to the appropriate

size. Let s′′n denote the stage at which this occurs for parameter n. We expand the

definition of ∆ to correctly map the new elements of each aj,s′′n to the correct elements

of bj,s′′n = bj,s′n and note that we return to (B.1) with ∆(aj) = ΦD
e (aj)[s

′′
n] correctly

defined and onto bj for all j ≤ n.

Third, suppose Ds′n � un 6= Dsn � un and α enters the recovery phase at (C.1).

By Lemma 2.2.8, at all stages s > s′n, we have bj,s = bj,s′n = bj,sn for all j ≤ n

while α waits for the computations ΦD
e (aj)[s] to converge. If some computation never

converges, then ΦD
e is not total and R〈e,i〉 is satisfied. Therefore, we can assume

that whenever α enters (C.1) with parameter n, there is a stage s′′n > s′n at which

ΦD
e (aj)[s

′′
n] converges for all j ≤ n. As we are assuming that we never reach (C.3), we
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have ΦD
e (aj)[s

′′
n] = ΦD

e (aj)[sn] for all j ≤ n. Since we have bj,s′′n = bj,sn , we return to

(B.1) with ∆(aj) = ΦD
e (aj)[s

′′
n] correctly defined and onto bj for all j ≤ n.

From the analysis of these three cases, we note the following. If α never reaches

(C.3), then either α satisfies its requirement by getting stuck in (B.3.1) or (C.1)

forever, or for every n ≥ v, α returns to (B.1) at a stage tn > sn with the parameter n

incremented by 1 and ∆(aj) = ΦD
e (aj)[tn] correctly defined and onto bj for all j ≤ n.

If α is never stuck in (B.3.1) or (C.1), then this condition says that ∆ = ΦD
e is one-

to-one, order preserving and onto every bj. Therefore, ∆ is an isomorphism and R〈e,i〉

is satisfied.

Finally, we consider the case when α reaches (C.3) with parameter n. As above,

let s′′n be the α-stage at which α sees the convergence computations in (C.1). First,

suppose that α acts in (C.3.1) with witnesses x and y and increases the size of

bk,s′′n+1. By Lemma 2.2.9, the computations ΦD
e (aj)[s] = ΦD

e (aj)[s
′′
n] remain intact

while α waits in (C.3.1) for the Li interval between x and y to grow. In particular,

if this interval does not grow to match the size of the interval between ΦD
e (x)[s′′n]

and ΦD
e (y)[s′′n], then ΦD

e does not map the Li interval between x and y onto the L

interval between ΦD
e (x) = ΦD

e (x)[s′′n] and ΦD
e (y) = ΦD

e (y)[s′′n], and so α satisfies its

requirement. Therefore, assume that the Li interval does grow to have this size, and

hence grows larger than |bj,s′′n | at an α-stage s. In this case, α resets Ds � un =

Dsn � un. By Lemma 2.2.4, D � un = Ds � un and hence ΦD
e (x),ΦD

e (y) map into bj,s.

However, the size of the Li interval is greater than the size of bj,s and the size of bj

will not change after stage s. Hence ΦD
e cannot be one-to-one and order preserving,

so R〈e,i〉 is satisfied.

The case when α acts in (C.3.2) is similar. Note that in (C.3.2), there are x, y ∈

aj,s′′n for some j ≤ n such that ΦD
e (x)[s′′n] and ΦD

e (y)[s′′n] are in different bk blocks.
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Since blocks are never combined and are dense, if ΦD
e is onto L, it will eventually

have to put unboundedly many points between x and y. Therefore, this interval will

grow larger than |bj,s′′n| and the analysis from here is as in the previous paragraph.

This completes the proof.
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2.3 Remmel’s construction below a low set

For any linear order L with infinitely many successor pairs, there is a computable

linear order R which is not computably isomorphic to L but is isomorphic to L by a

low isomorphism.

Theorem 2.3.1. Let (L,<L) be a computable linear order with infinitely many suc-

cessor pairs. There exists a non-computable low set D and computable linear order

(R,<R) such that R is not computable isomorphic to L but R is D-computably iso-

morphic to R.

Proof. We need to construct a computable enumerable set D and a computable func-

tion Γ, as well as a computable linear order R, such that for all partial computable

functions Φ and for all e ∈ ω, the following requirements hold:

• N : R is a computable linear order,

• M : f : L→ R is an isomorphism,

• M̂ : f ≤T D,

• De : D′(e) = limt Γ(e, t), and

• Pe : ϕe is not an isomorphism from L onto R.

By Schoenfield’s limit lemma, the De-requirements will ensure lowness. Note that if

we satisfy these requirements we also ensure that D is not computable. Requirement

M ensures that f is an isomorphism from L onto R, while the Pe requirements ensure

that there is no computable isomorphism from L onto R. Hence f is not computable

and by requirement M̂ , we have that f ≤T D. Therefore D is not computable.
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The strategies N,M and M̂ will be met as in Theorem 2.1.1, while De will be

met in the standard finite injury manner. The Pe requirement is met as in Remmel’s

argument with the addition of permitting which is simpler than Theorem 2.1.1 because

we are constructing D.

Strategy for N :

We will construct a computable linear order R in stages with domain N such that

R = ∪sRs. At each stage s of our construction we shall enumerate at least one

number into R and specify a linear order <R on {0, 1, . . . , ks}, where ks is the largest

number enumerated into R at stage s.

For notational convenience, we let rs0, r
s
1, . . . , r

s
ks

be the elements {0, 1 . . . , ks} in in-

creasing <R order. Similarly, ls0, l
s
1, . . . , l

s
ks

are the elements {0, 1, . . . , ks} in increasing

<L order. Therefore, Rs = 〈{0, 1, 2, . . . , ks}, <R〉 and Ls = 〈{0, 1 . . . , ks}, <L〉.

Strategy for M

At each stage we define a finite isomorphism fs : {0, 1, . . . , ks} → {0, 1, . . . , ks}

to be the unique order isomorphism between Ls and Rs. Thus for all i ≤ ks

we have that fs(l
s
i ) = rsi . We define f(x) = lims fs(x). The strategy to satisfy

Pe will require fs(x) 6= fs+1(x) for some x and s. Hence we must ensure that

lims fs(x) and lims f
−1
s (x) exists for all x. We will allow a strategy to act to sat-

isfy Pe at stage s if the strategy ensures fs(x) = fs−1(x) for all x ∈ {0, 1, . . . , e} ∪

{f−1(0), f−1(1), . . . , f−1(e)}. As we have to act to satisfy Pe at most finitely often,

the limits lims fs(x) and lims f
−1
s (x) will exist.
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Strategy for M̂ :

We denote by ds, the least number to enter D at stage s. To ensure f is D-computable

we allow fs+1(x) 6= fs(x) if and only if x ≥ ds.

Strategy for De:

1. Start by setting Γ(e, t) = 0 at each stage t.

2. Wait for ΦD
e (e) to converge.

3. Protect ΦD
e (e) by restraining D � use(ΦD

e (e)) and set Γ(e, t) = 1 at each stage t

from now on.

Outcomes for the De strategy:

w: Wait at step 2 forever: Then D′(e) = 0 and Γ(e, t) = 0 for all t.

s: Reach step 3: Then D′(e) = 1 and Γ(e, t) = 1 for cofinitely many t.

Strategy for Pe:

Let c0, c1, c2, . . . denote the successor pairs in L. Fix an ordering of N2 of order type

N. For each stage s, let Cs = {〈x, y〉 | x, y ∈ Ls and x →Ls y} be the set of pairs

which currently look like successor pairs. These are ordered by the fixed order on N2

and we let cs0, c
s
1, c

s
2, . . . , c

s
ks

be an enumeration of these pairs.

The basic strategy is as in Remmel, with the addition of permitting. To set up

the permitting, we set a parameter d to be a number not currently in D which we

can later use when altering fs+1. We wish to find a pair csn = 〈xn, yn〉 in Ls such that
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ϕs+1
e (x)→Rs ϕ

s+1
e (y) in Rs. We then add s+ 1 to R such that ϕs+1

e (x) <R s+ 1 <R

ϕs+1
e (y). If csn = 〈xn, yn〉 turns out to be a successor pair then we have satisfied

Pe. This strategy requires that fs+1 differs from fs on some interval. To define this

interval we let Is+1
n = {l | s + 1 ≤L l ≤L f−1

s (ϕe(xn))} if s + 1 <L f−1
s (ϕe(xn))

and let Is+1
n = {l | f−1

s (ϕe(yn)) ≤L l ≤L s + 1} if s + 1 >L f−1
s (ϕe(xn)). We may

change fs on the interval Is+1
n if the following two requirements hold. Firstly, we have

Is+1
n ∩ ({0, 1, . . . , e} ∪ {f−1

s (0), f−1
s (1), . . . , f−1

s (e)}) = ∅. This ensures that lims fs(x)

and lims f
−1
s (x) exist. Secondly, we have minNI

s+1
n ≥ d. We add to D, which ensures

that f ≤T D despite changing fs to fs+1. We now outline the strategy in more detail.

At each stage s+ 1:

1. Set the parameter d to be the least number not in D but larger than any

restrictions placed on D so far in the construction.

2. At each subsequent stage, check that the following conditions hold:

• ϕe is one-to-one and order preserving on {x ∈ Ls | ϕe,s(x) ↓}, and

• If x, y ∈ Ls, x →Ls y and ϕs+1
e (x) ↓, ϕs+1

e (y) ↓ then ϕs+1
e (x) ↓→Rs

ϕs+1
e (y) ↓.

If either of these are not true then do nothing.

3. Otherwise look for the least potential successor pair csn = 〈xn, yn〉 such that:

3.1. ϕs+1
e (xn) ↓, ϕs+1

e (yn) ↓,

3.2. ϕs+1
e (xn), ϕs+1

e (yn) ∈ Rs,

3.3. minN{l | l ∈ Is+1
n } ≥ d, and
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3.4. there is no x ∈ {0, 1, . . . , e} ∪ {f−1
s (0), f−1

s (1), . . . , f−1
s (e)} such that x ∈

Is+1
n .

If there is no such pair then wait.

4. Otherwise the strategy will act to satisfy Pe. Place ϕe(xn) <R t <R ϕe(yn)

where t is the least number not in R and enumerate d into D. So we have

xn, yn ∈ Ls+1 such that xn →Ls+1 yn but ϕe(xn) 6→Rs+1 ϕe(yn). Assume that

s + 1 <L f−1
s (ϕe(xn)) and so Is+1

n = {l | s + 1 ≤L l ≤L f−1
s (ϕe(xn))}. The

other case is symmetric. Suppose lsi <L lsi+1 <L . . . <L lsj = f−1
s (ϕe(x)) are

the elements of Is+1
n . Note that in Ls+1 we have s + 1 <L l

s
i and no elements

between these. We now define fs+1 so that fs+1(s+ 1) = rsi , for each i ≤ k < j

we have fs+1(lsk) = rsk+1, and fs+1(lsj) = s + 1. To ensure f <T D our strategy

requires that fs+1(l) 6= fs(l) only if Ds+1 � l 6= Ds � l. As we have enumerated d

into D, the unique isomorphism fs+1 : Ls+1 → Rs+1 requires fs+1(l) 6= fs(l) if

and only if l ∈ Is+1
n and minN{l | l ∈ Is+1

n } ≥ d we have that f <T D.

Outcomes for the Pe strategy :

s: Stop at step 2 cofinitely often: Then ϕe is not one-to-one, order preserving or

the image of a successor pair in L is not a successor pair in R.

w: Wait at step 3 cofinitely often: Then ϕe only converges on finitely many suc-

cessor pairs.

The current outcome of a Pe strategy is s if the strategy has stopped at step 2 and

w if the strategy is waiting at step 3. We let Λ = {s <Λ w} be the set of outcomes.
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Tree of Strategies:

Let T = Λ<ω be the tree of strategies. We order the requirements as follows: D0 >

P0 > D1 > P1 > . . . and assign to all strategies α ∈ T of length r the rth requirement

in the list.

Construction:

Each stage s consists of substages t ≤ s. At sub-stage t, the strategy α of length t

eligible to act is chosen such that for all β ⊂ α, we have that βˆ〈o〉 ⊆ α if and only if β

has current outcome o. Strategy α will then proceed according to its description from

where it left off the last time it was eligible to act. We define the current true path

TPs at stage s to be the longest strategy eligible to act at stage s and we initialise

all strategies to the right of TPs.

Furthermore, if at stage s nothing has been enumerated into Rs, then we enumer-

ate the least number not in Rs, say z, and place it in the corresponding position in

R as it appears in L. So fs+1(z) = z.

Verification:

We define the true path TP to be the limit of the current true path. The limit will

exist since the true outcome of any strategy is current cofinitely often.

Lemma 2.3.1. Every strategy α ⊆ TP ensures the satisfaction of its requirement. In

fact, if α ⊂ TP then α ∗ s or α ∗ w is on TPs for cofinitely many s. Furthermore, if

α is a Pe strategy and α ⊂ TPs for all s ≥ t, then fs(x) and f−1
s (x) are constant for

all s ≥ t and x ≤ e.
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Proof. The strategy α will first be eligible to act at some stage, s0 say. At some stage

s1 ≥ s0 all strategies β ⊂ α will have permanently achieved their final outcome and

from then on α will be eligible to act at each stage. Hence no β incomparable with α

is eligible to act after stage s1.

Case 1: α is aDe-strategy. If ΦD
e (e) converges at some stage, this strategy switches

to outcome α ∗ s, which protects this computation by placing a restraint on D. Any

d selected by a Pe strategy after this stage will be greater than this restraint and so

will not affect the computation ΦD
e (e).

Case 2: α is a Pe-strategy. After stage s1, the outcome of β ⊂ α will not change.

Hence the restraint placed on D by these strategies will not change and so the param-

eter d will not change after stage s1. If α stops at step 2 then ϕe is not one-to-one,

order preserving or the image of a successor pair in L is not a successor pair in R. If

α waits at step 3 forever, then ϕe only converges on finitely many successor pairs.

Suppose to the contrary that ϕe converges on infinitely many successor pairs

c0, c1, c2, . . . . Since Pe did not permanently stop at some stage stage, ϕe is one-

to-one, order preserving and maps successor pairs in L onto successor pairs in R.

Let m = max{e, d, f−1
s (0), f−1

s (1), . . . , f−1
s (e)} and let a0 <L a1 <L . . . <L am be

the l-ordering of the elements {0, 1, . . . ,m}. We can partition L into the intervals

(−∞, a0), (a0, a1), . . . (am−1, am), (am,∞). By our assumption on ϕe we know there

are infinitely many successor pairs in one of these intervals. Hence at some stage sk

the function ϕe will converge on a pair ck = 〈xk, yk〉 ∈ Lsk such that f−1
sk

(ϕe(xk)) and

f−1
sk

(ϕe(yk)) lies in an infinite interval. It follows that minN{l | l ∈ Is+1
k } > m at in-

finitely many stages s+1 > sk. That is, {0, 1, . . . , e, f−1
s (0), f−1

s (1), . . . , f−1
s (e)} 6∈ Is+1

k

and min{l | l ∈ Is+1
k } > d infinitely often. So there is a stage s+ 1 > s1 large enough

such that xk →Ls yk ϕe,s(xk) ↓, ϕsk(yk) ↓, ϕe,s(xk), ϕe,s(yk) ∈ Rs and Is+1
k > m. In this
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case ck satisfies the conditions in step 3 and so the strategy would act to satisfy Pe.

Hence if α waits at step 3 forever, ϕe cannot converge on infinitely many successor

pairs.

Note that for any x only Pe strategies with e < x can change fs(x) and f−1
s (x).

So if α is a Pe strategy and α ⊂ TPs for all s ≥ t, then fs(x) and f−1
s (x) are constant

for all s ≥ t and x ≤ e.

As our construction incorporated the strategies for N,M , and M̂ , these require-

ments are also met.



Chapter 3

Tukey types of partial orders

Tukey introduced the Tukey ordering to develop the notion of Moore-Smith conver-

gence in topology [?]. After its initial success in helping develop general topology,

Tukey reducibility was studied as a means of classifying algebraic structures related

to partially ordered sets in, for example, Day [?], Isbell [?] and Todorcevic [?]. Its

classification is coarser than that of isomorphism and so can be useful in settings

where isomorphism is too fine to give a useful classification.

The isomorphism relation on countable posets preserves all the structural infor-

mation but there are 2ℵ0 many isomorphism classes of countable posets and the

isomorphism relation is Σ1
1-complete. On the other hand, the Tukey relation on a

countable poset preserves some but not all of the structural information, and has

only countably many equivalence classes. Cofinal equivalence is closely related to

Tukey equivalence of posets and although it is finer than Tukey equivalence it also

gives countably many equivalence classes. Both Tukey and cofinal equivalence classes

are described in terms of notions of reducibility and can be described arithmetically.

58
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In addition to classifying posets, Tukey equivalence and cofinal equivalence have

been studied in the more general setting of oriented systems and in the more restricted

setting of directed posets. Day showed in [?] that for directed sets cofinal similarity

coincides with Tukey equivalence. There are various classically equivalent definitions

for the notion of Tukey reducibility and we will examine how difficult it is to prove

their equivalence. We begin be discussing Tukey reducibility in the context of oriented

systems.

3.1 Oriented Systems

Day studied the Tukey ordering in the more general setting of oriented systems. We

begin with the basic definitions associated with oriented systems.

Definition 3.1.1. An oriented system is a pair (S,<) such that

• S is a non-empty set;

• < is a transitive relation on S; and

• each element in S has a successor in S, that is for each s ∈ S there is an s′ ∈ S

such that s < s′.

(S,<) is directed if it is non-empty, transitive and each pair of elements in S have a

common successor in S.

Note that, despite using the notation <, an oriented system (S,<) is not neces-

sarily irreflexive. Also the relation < may have cycles.

Definition 3.1.2. A subset S ′ of S is cofinal in (S,<) if each element of S has a

successor in S ′. That is, for each s ∈ S, there exists s′ ∈ S ′ such that s < s′.
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Definition 3.1.3. Let (S,<S) and (T,<T ) be oriented systems. T is Tukey reducible

to S, which we will write as T <ty S, if there exist functions f : S → T and g : T → S

such that for each t ∈ T , g(t) <S s implies t <T f(s). If two functions are related in

this way, we refer to f as an upper support for g and g as a lower support for f .

Definition 3.1.4. If S and T are non-empty sets then S + T denotes the disjoint

union of S and T . Formally, S + T = (S × {0}) ∪ (T × {1}). However when working

with S + T we will treat S and T as though they are disjoint and regard S + T as

S ∪ T .

Definition 3.1.5. If (S,<S) and (T,<T ) are oriented systems and f is a function

from S into T , then <f is a binary relation on S + T such that s <f t if and only if

f(s) <T t.

Definition 3.1.6. Let S be any set and let <1 and <2 be two binary relations on S,

then <1 includes <2 if s <2 s
′ implies s <1 s

′.

Lemma 3.1.1. If <1, <2, . . . , <n are binary relations on S such that for each s ∈ S

there exists s′ and i such that s <i s
′, then there classically exists a unique minimal

orientation < on S which includes all <i; explicitly, s0 < s if and only if there exists

s1, s2, . . . , sk = s and integers i0, i1, . . . , ik−1 such that for each 0 ≤ j < k the relation

sj <ij sj+1 holds. Furthermore, the existence of < is equivalent to ACA0 by a proof

similar to Theorem 3.1.3.

In Theorem 2.1 in [?], Day proved the following theorem about the existence of

upper supports of functions. If (S,<S) and (T,<T ) are disjoint oriented systems, a

function g : T → S has an upper support if and only if there exists an orientation <

of S + T such that
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1. < includes <S, <T , <g,

2. T is cofinal in (S + T,<),

3. < agrees with <T in T .

We will show that one direction of this equivalence is provable in RCA0 while the

other direction is equivalent to WKL0.

Theorem 3.1.1. (RCA0)

If (S,<S) and (T,<T ) are disjoint oriented systems, g is a function from T into

S and there exists an orientation < of S + T such that

1. < includes <S, <T , <g;

2. T is cofinal in (S + T,<); and

3. < agrees with <T in T .

Then g has an upper support.

Proof. Suppose an orientation < of S + T exists with properties 1 to 3. By the fact

that T is cofinal in (S + T,<), we may define f : S → T such that s < f(s) for each

s ∈ S. Then, for any t ∈ T , if g(t) <S s, then t <g s and so t < s < f(s). By

transitivity of < and property 3 we have t <T f(s). Hence f is an upper supporting

function for g.

Day’s proves the converse direction by using the least orientation on S + T which

includes <S, <T , <g, <f . We will later show that the existence of this least orientation

implies ACA0.
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Theorem 3.1.2. The following are equivalent over RCA0:

1. WKL0.

2. Let (S,<S) and (T,<T ) be disjoint oriented systems and let g : T → S be a func-

tion which has an upper support f : S → T . Then there exists an orientation

< of S + T such that

2.1. < includes <S, <T , <g;

2.2. T is cofinal in (S + T,<); and

2.3. < agrees with <T in T .

Proof. We prove the two directions of this theorem separately.

WKL0 suffices to prove such an orientation exists

Let f : S → T be an upper supporting function to g : T → S. We will construct

(S + T,<) using WKL0 such that

(i) (S + T,<) includes <S, <T , <g, <f ; and

(ii) < agrees with <T on T .

An orientation satisfying these criteria will satisfy 2.1. to 2.3.. It is clear that it

will satisfy 2.1. and 2.3.. We show that it also satisfies 2.2., that is T is cofinal in

(S + T,<), since (S + T,<) includes <f . First recall that s <f t if and only if

f(s) <T t. Since every element of T has a successor, for every s ∈ S there exists

t ∈ T such that f(s) <T t. Hence T is cofinal in (S + T,<). Therefore it suffices to

construct (S + T,<) which satisfies (i) and (ii).
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Suppose S = {2n | n ∈ N} and T = {2n + 1 | n ∈ N}. We define a tree T ⊆ 2<N

such that any path through T codes an orientation of S + T which satisfies (i) and

(ii). We view each sequence σ ∈ 2<N as a sequence of pairs of elements from N and

we think of σ as giving a finite approximation, <σ, to an orientation on S + T . That

is, we interpret σ(〈n,m〉) = 1 as specifying n <σ m and σ(〈n,m〉) = 0 as specifying

n 6<σ m. We put σ ∈ T if and only if, for all l, n,m < |σ|:

1. m <S n, m <T n, m <g n orm <f n and 〈m,n〉 ∈ dom(σ), imply σ(〈m,n〉) = 1;

2. σ(〈l,m〉) = 1, σ(〈m,n〉) = 1 and 〈l, n〉 ∈ dom(σ) imply (〈l, n〉) = 1; and

3. m,n ∈ T and m 6<T n imply σ(〈m,n〉) = 0.

It is clear that T is a tree and we will now verify that it is infinite. Fix N ∈ N

and for each pair 〈n,m〉 < N define σ(〈n,m〉) = 1 if and only if there is a sequence

x0, . . . , xk ∈ S + T such that

• each xi < N ;

• for each i < k there exists j ∈ {S, T, f, g} such that xi <j xi+1; and

• x0 = n and xk = m.

Clearly σ satisfies 1 and 2. Since f is an upper support of g, we show that σ

also satisfies 3. Suppose σ(〈t, t′〉) = 1 for t, t′ ∈ T . Hence there exists a sequence

x0, . . . , xk ∈ S + T such that xi <j xi+1 for some j ∈ {S, T, f, g} and x0 = t and

xk = t
′
. If each xi in this sequence is an element of T , then we have t <T t′. In

addition we claim that if one of the xi’s in the sequence is an element of S, then we

also have t <T t
′. Suppose that there exists an i such that xi ∈ T and xi+1 ∈ S. Then

we have xi <g xi+1, that is g(xi) <S xi+1. Since t′ ∈ T , for some i + 1 ≤ j < k we
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have xi+1 ≤S xj where xj+1 ∈ T . So we have f(xj) <T xj+1. Hence xi <g xi+1 ≤S xj

implies g(xi) <S xi+1 ≤S xj. So g(xi) <S xj. Since f is an upper support of g, we

have that g(xi) <S xj implies xi <T f(xj). However xj <f xj+1 implies f(xj) <T xj+1

and so xi <T xj+1. Hence if σ(〈t, t′〉) = 1, there exists a sequence connecting them

which is comprised solely of elements of T and so t <T t
′. So σ satisfies 3 also. Hence

σ ∈ T and so T is infinite.

By WKL0, T has a path. If p is a path, define <p on S + T by n <p m if and

only if p(〈n,m〉) = 1. Criterion 2 for a string to enter T implies that <p is transitive.

By criterion 1 we have that <p includes <S and <T so every element of S + T has a

successor under <p in S+T . Hence (S+T,<p) is an orientation including <S, <T , <g

and <f , and by criterion 3 we have that <p agrees with <T on T . This orientation

satisfies 2.1. to 2.3..

The existence of such an orientation implies WKL0

To show WKL0, it suffices to consider an arbitrary pair of one-to-one functions h, l :

N → N with disjoint ranges and show that there is a set X such that for all m,

h(m) ∈ X and l(m) 6∈ X. We will build two orientations (S,<S) and (T,<T ) and

a function g : T → S such that g has an upper supporting function f : S → T and

given any orientation, <, on S + T which satisfies 2.1. to 2.3., there exists X such

that for all m, h(m) ∈ X and l(m) 6∈ X.

Constructing the orientations (S,<S) and (T,<T )

The orientation (T,<T ) will contain two chains, each of which contains a maximal

element. T will consist of {ti | i ∈ N} and two maximal elements {t′ , t′′}. More
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specifically, we will have t0 <T t2 <T t4 <T . . . <T t2k <T t2(k+1) <T . . . <T t
′

and

t1 <T t3 <T t5 <T . . . <T t2k+1 <T t2k+3 . . . <T t
′′
. We also have t

′
<T t

′
and t

′′
<T t

′′
.

Hence (T,<T ) is transitive and each element in T has a successor.

The elements of (S,<S) will satisfy s <S s, so each element will have a successor.

Additionally, (S,<S) will form an antichain except that we will make s2l(k) <S s2k+1

to code facts about the range of the function l. The even and odd indexed elements

of S will not necessarily be enumerated into S in the order of their indices. At each

stage k, will will enumerate one more element into S with an odd index, specifically

s2k+1. On the other hand, we will enumerate as many of the even index elements of

S as necessary. This will depend on the values of h(k) and l(k).

The idea behind the construction

The idea behind the construction is that if n is in the range of h, then we will have

t0 < s2n in any orientation (S + T,<) which satisfies 2.1. to 2.3.. In addition, if n is

in the range of l, then we will ensure t0 6< s2n in any orientation (S + T,<) which

satisfies 2.1. to 2.3.. In the former case, when n is in range of h, in order to ensure

t0 < s2n we must, at some stage in our construction, set g(ti) = s2n for some ti >T t0.

Note that the index i must be even. In the latter case, when n is in the range of l, we

want t0 6< s2n. To ensure this, we will force s2n to have a successor t in T where t = ti

and i is odd or t = t
′′
. Therefore, as any orientation (S + T,<) which satisfies 2.1. to

2.3. is transitive and must agree with <T on T , it will not be possible for s2n > t0.

The construction

At stage 0:
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• Enumerate t0, t1, t
′

and t
′′

into T .

• Add the following relations to (T,<T ): t0 <T t
′
, t1 <T t

′′
, t
′
<T t

′
and t

′′
<T t

′′
.

• Enumerate s1 and {s2n | n < max{0, h(0), l(0)}} into S.

• Let s <S s for all s enumerated at this stage.

• Let g(t0) = s2h(0) and g(t1) = s1.

• Let s2l(0) <S s1.

At each stage k > 0:

• Enumerate t2k, t2k+1 into T .

• Let t2n−2 <T t2k <T t
′

and t2n−1 <T t2k+1 <T t
′′

for all 1 ≤ n ≤ k.

• Enumerate s2k+1 and, as necessary, {s2n | n < max{k, h(k), l(k)}} into S.

• Let s <S s for all s enumerated at this stage.

• Let g(t2k) = s2h(k) and g(t2k+1) = s2k+1.

• Let s2l(k) <S s2k+1.

Note that the ordering between any pair of elements in T is determined at the

first stage when both are declared in T . That is, if ti, tj have been enumerated into

T by stage k and we do not declare ti <T tj at stage k, then ti 6<T tj. Similarly, the

ordering between any pair of elements in S is determined at the first stage when both

are declared in S. That is, if si, sj have been enumerated into S by stage k and we

do not declare si <S sj at stage k, then si 6<S sj.
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The upper support f exists

We may define an upper supporting function f : S → T as follows: f(s2n) = t
′

and

f(s2n+1) = t
′′

for each n ∈ N.

If n is in the range of h, then g(t2k) = s2n for some k and s2n has no successor

except itself. Therefore f(s2n) = t
′
>T t2k is an upper support for g in this case. If n

is not in the range of h, then s2n is not in the range of g and s2n has no predecessors

in S, so f(s2n) = t
′

has no restrictions. Since g(t2n+1) = s2n+1 and s2n+1 has no

successor except itself, f(s2n+1) = t
′′
>T t2n+1 is an upper support for g.

The separating set

Suppose (S+T,<) satisfies 2.1. to 2.3. and let X = {n | s2n > t0}. We claim that if n

is in the range of h, then n is an element of X. Suppose n = h(k) for some k. In this

case, at stage k of the construction, we set g(t2k) = s2n. So we have, t0 <T t2k <g s2n.

As (S + T,<) includes <T and <g, we also have t0 < s2n. Hence n ∈ X.

We also claim that if n is in the range of l, then n is not an element of X.

Suppose n = l(k) for some k. In this case, at stage k of the construction, we set

g(t2k+1) = s2k+1 and s2n <S s2k+1. As T is cofinal in (S + T,<), there is some t ∈ T

such that s2k+1 < t. As t2k+1 <g s2k+1 and (S + T,<) is transitive, includes <g

and must agree with <T on T , we have that this successor t of s2k+1 must also be a

successor of t2k+1 in T . Hence t = ti where i is odd or t = t
′′
. Since s2n <S s2k+1 we

also have s2n < t. Again since (S + T,<) is transitive and must agree with <T on T

we cannot have t0 < s2n as this would imply that t0 <T t. Therefore n is not in X.

We conclude that X is a separating set for the ranges of h and l, as desired.
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Theorem 3.1.3. The following are equivalent over RCA0:

1. ACA0.

2. If (S,<S) and (T,<T ) are disjoint oriented systems, and g : T → S has an

upper support f : S → T , then there exists a least orientation on S + T which

includes <S, <T , <g, <f .

Proof. First, we show that 1 suffices to show 2 since the least orientation of S + T

which includes <S, <T , <g, <f is arithmetically definable. That is, x0 < x1 if and

only if there exist u0, u1, . . . , uk ∈ S + T such that x0 = u0, x1 = uk and for all i < k

there exists j ∈ {S, T, g, f} such that ui <j ui+1.

Secondly, we show that 2 implies ACA0 by showing that the range of each one-

to-one function exists. Let h : N → N be one-to-one. We construct computable

orientations (S,<S) and (T,<T ) and functions g : T → S and f : S → T where f is

an upper support of g, such that the least orientation < of S+T including <S, <T , <g

and <f codes the range of h.

Let S = {sni | i is even and n ∈ N} ∪ {si | i is odd}, let s0
i <S s

1
i <S s

2
i , <S . . .

where i is even, and let si <S si where i is odd. Let T = {t0, t1, t2, . . .} and let

ti <T ti+1 if i is even and ti <T ti for all i. So (S,<S) and (T,<T ) are orientations in

RCA0.

Let g(ti) = si+1 if i is even and let g(ti) = si if i is odd. Let f(si) = ti if i is odd.

When i = 2e is even, define f(sn2e) = t2e if there exists m < n such that h(m) = e,

and define f(sn2e) = t2e+1 otherwise. It is straightforward to check that f is an upper

support for g.

Let < be the least orientation on S + T which includes <S, <T , <g and <f . We

claim that s0
2e < t2e if and only if e is in the range of h. Suppose e is in the range
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of h and fix the unique m such that h(m) = e. Then f(sm+1
2e ) = t2e. So we have

s0
2e <S sm+1

2e <f t2e. Hence s0
2e < t2e. Suppose e is not in the range of h. Then

h(m) 6= e for all m and we have f(sm2e) = t2e+1 for all m. Therefore there is no

x ∈ S + T and r ∈ {S, T, f, g} such that x <r t2e. It follows that s0
2e 6< t2e.

3.2 Tukey reducibility and partial orders

We will now introduce Tukey reducibility for general partial orders.

Definition 3.2.1. We say that f : D → E is a convergent map from D into E if for

each e ∈ E there is a d ∈ D such that f(c) ≥E e for all c ≥D d.

Definition 3.2.2. We say a partial ordering (E,≤E) is Tukey reducible to a partial

ordering (D,≤D), written as E ≤ty D, if and only if there is a convergent map from

D into E.

Note that the convergent map in this definition is equivalent to the upper support

in the definition of Tukey reducibility given by Day in [?]. We will now look at various

classically equivalent definitions for the notion of Tukey reducibility and examine how

difficult it is to prove their equivalence. In what follows let (D,≤D) and (E,≤E) be

partial orderings.

Definition 3.2.3. (Classical) We say a function f : D → E is cofinal if the image of

each cofinal subset of D is cofinal in E.

Definition 3.2.4. (RCA0) We say a function f : D → E is cofinal if for every cofinal
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X ⊆ D, we have that f maps X cofinally into E. That is,

∀e ∈ E ∃x ∈ X(e ≤E f(x)).

In the above definition of a cofinal map we don’t assume that the image of the

cofinal set exists.

Theorem 3.2.1. The following are equivalent over RCA0.

1. There exists a convergent map from D into E.

2. There exists a cofinal map from D into E.

Proof. Suppose f : D → E is a convergent map and suppose X ⊆ D is cofinal in D.

We claim that f maps X cofinally into E. Let e ∈ E. We know that there exists

de ∈ D such that f(c) ≥E e for all c ≥D de. Since X is cofinal in D, there exists

x ∈ X such that x ≥D de. Since f is convergent, f(x) ≥E e. Hence f maps X

cofinally into E. In fact, f is a cofinal map.

Suppose f : D → E is a cofinal map. We will show that f is also a convergent

map from D into E. Suppose for a contradiction that f is not a convergent map

from D into E. That is, there is some e ∈ E such that for every d
′ ∈ D there exists

d ≥D d
′

with f(d) 6≥E e. Let Xe = {d ∈ D | f(d) 6≥E e}. By assumption, Xe is

cofinal in D. So f maps Xe cofinally into E. Hence there exists d ∈ Xe such that

f(d) ≥E e, contradicting the definition of Xe. So f is a convergent map from D into

E.

Definition 3.2.5. (Classical definition) A subset X ⊆ D is called unbounded if there

is no single d ∈ D which simultaneously bounds every member of X. That is, for
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each d ∈ D, there is some x ∈ X such that d 6≥D x. A map g : E → D is called a

Tukey map or an unbounded map if the g-image of each unbounded subset of E is an

unbounded subset of D.

In RCA0 the image of a set may not necessarily exist so we have the following

definition.

Definition 3.2.6. (RCA0) A map g : E → D is called a Tukey map or an unbounded

map if for every X ⊆ E which is unbounded we have

∀d ∈ D ∃x ∈ X(d 6≥D g(x)).

If (E,≤E) is an antichain, then every subset of size at least two is unbounded.

Schmidt showed that there exists a convergent map from D into E if and only

if there is an unbounded map from E into D. We show here that this equivalence

requires ACA0.

Theorem 3.2.2. There exist computable partial orders (D,≤D) and (E,≤E) with a

convergent map f : D → E such that if g : E → D is an unbounded map, then

0′ ≤T g.

Proof. We construct E = {ei | i ∈ N} as an infinite antichain with e ≤E e for all

e ∈ E. Our construction will require two elements to code if 0 ∈ K, four elements

to code if 1 ∈ K, eight elements to code if 2 ∈ K and in general 2t+1 elements to

code if t ∈ K. We will use {e0, e1} to code if 0 ∈ K and {e2, e3, e4, e5} to code if

1 ∈ K and so on. For notational convenience we will let nt denote the index of the

first element of E used to code if t ∈ K and let mt denote the index of the last

element of E used to code if t ∈ K. Hence n0 = 0,m0 = 1, n1 = 2,m1 = 5 and
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in general nt =
∑t

k=1 2k = 2t+1 − 2 for t ≥ 1 and mt = (
∑t+1

k=1 2k) − 1. Note that

{ent , ent+1 , . . . , emt} consists of 2t+1 elements.

We construct D = {dji | i ∈ N and j ≥ t where nt ≤ i < nt+1} to consist of

infinitely many unbounded chains as follows:

d0
0 <D d1

0 <D d2
0 <D d3

0 <D d4
0 <D . . . dj0 <D dj+1

0 <D . . .

d0
1 <D d1

1 <D d2
1 <D d3

1 <D d4
1 <D . . . dj1 <D dj+1

1 <D . . .

. . .

dtnt <D dt+1
nt <D dt+2

nt <D . . . djnt <D dj+1
nt <D . . .

dtnt+1 <D dt+1
nt+1 <D dt+2

nt+1 <D . . . djnt+1 <D dj+1
nt+1 <D . . .

. . .

dtmt <D dt+1
mt <D dt+2

mt <D . . . djmt <D dj+1
mt <D . . .

. . .

That is, dji <D dj+1
i for all i and j ≥ t where nt ≤ i < nt+1. The subscript denotes the

chain that the element belongs to and the superscript denotes the stage at which the

element is enumerated. We will add more relations to <D during the construction.

We define a convergent function f : D → E as f(dji ) = ei for all i and j.

The idea behind the construction is that any unbounded map will need to map

the 2t+1 unbounded elements {ent , ent+1, . . . emt} to 2t+1 unbounded elements of D.

If we see ϕt(t) converge at stage s then we create a directed set containing all the

elements currently in D with index greater than nt. Therefore at the end of that
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stage the largest possible unbounded set will contain at most one element from each

chain with index less than nt, there are 2t+1 − 2 of these, and 1 element from the

newly constructed directed set. Hence the largest possible unbounded set contains at

most 2t+1 − 1 many elements. So if g : E → D is an unbounded map, at least one of

g(ent), g(ent+1), . . . , g(emt) must be enumerated after stage s. By taking st to be the

largest superscript in the set {g(ent), g(ent+1), . . . , g(emt)} we have t ∈ K if and only

if t ∈ Kst .

The construction:

At each stage s:

• Enumerate ens , ens+1, . . . , ems into E.

• Let ei ≤E ei for ei enumerated at this stage.

• Enumerate ds0, d
s
1, . . . d

s
ns , . . . d

s
ms .

• Let dsi ≤D dsi for each dsi enumerated at this stage.

• Let dji <D dsi for all j < s where dji exists.

• Let f(dji ) = ei for all ds0, d
s
1, . . . d

s
ns , . . . d

s
ms .

• For each t < s, check if t ∈ Ks and t 6∈ Ks−1. If this is the case then let

dji <D dsnt for all dji with nt < i ≤ ms and j ≤ s.

Note that if dji is added to D after stage s, then j > s.
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The function f : D → E is a convergent map

Notice that if dji <D dj
′

i′ then either i = i′ and j < j′ or i′ < i. For any fixed i, let s

be such that ns ≤ i ≤ ms. There are at most s many stages t at which we set dti′ > dti

for some i′ < i. Therefore there is a stage u such that for all i′, j′ we have dui <D dj
′

i′ if

and only if i = i′ and u < j′. Since f(dji ) = ei for all i, the function f is a convergent

map from D into E.

Any unbounded function from E into D codes the

halting set

Suppose g : E → D is an unbounded function. Let

st = max{j | dji = g(ek) for some snt ≤ k ≤ smt}.

We claim that t ∈ K if and only if t ∈ Kst . If t 6∈ K, then t 6∈ Kst also. Suppose

that t ∈ K. Then, at some stage s, we had t ∈ Ks and t 6∈ Ks−1. Hence at stage s

of the construction we let dji <D dsnt for all dji with nt < i ≤ ms and j ≤ s. Hence

Dt = {dji | nt ≤ i ≤ ms and j ≤ s} is a bounded set. Since g is an unbounded

function at most one of the elements {g(ent), g(ent+1) . . . g(emt)} can be in Dt and

there are at most nt = 2t+1 − 2 distinct directed sets with subscript less than nt.

Hence at least one of the 2t+1 elements {g(ent), g(ent+1) . . . g(emt)} must have been

enumerated after stage s and hence must have superscript s′ > s. Hence st as defined

above is greater than s and so t ∈ Kst also.
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3.3 Tukey types of computable partial orders

Definition 3.3.1. If P ≤ty Q and Q ≤ty P we say that P is Tukey equivalent to Q,

written as P ≡ty Q.

The relation ≡ty is an equivalence relation and the equivalence classes are called

Tukey types. Tukey types are themselves partially ordered by the Tukey reduction

≤ty.

We now consider the complexity of computing Tukey types of computable posets.

In what follows, we let 1 = {e} denote the directed set with just one element and we

let ω denote N under the usual ordering.

3.3.1 Tukey types of directed sets

Tukey showed in [?] that the Tukey types of countable directed partial orders are 1

and ω. First we consider directed sets with a maximal element.

Definition 3.3.2. Let (P,≤P ) be a poset. We say that a ∈ P is a maximal element

if for all p ∈ P such that p ≥P a we have p = a.

Definition 3.3.3. Let (P,≤P ) be a poset. We say that a ∈ P is a greatest element

if for all p ∈ P we have p ≤P a.

Note that in directed posets a maximal element is also a greatest element.

Lemma 3.3.1. The Tukey type of a directed poset with a greatest element is 1.

Proof. We note that for any directed poset D we have 1 ≤ty D. Let 1 = {e} and let

f : D → 1 be defined by f(d) = e for all d ∈ D. Then f : D → 1 is a cofinal map.
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Conversely, let dm denote the greatest element of D and let g : 1→ D be defined by

g(e) = dm. As g : 1→ D is also a cofinal map, we have D ≤ty 1. Hence D ≡ty 1.

In particular, any finite directed set is Tukey equivalent to 1. Also notice that

two partial orders do not need to have the same cardinality to be Tukey equivalent.

Next we consider directed sets without greatest elements.

Lemma 3.3.2. The Tukey type of a countable directed set without a greatest element

is ω.

Proof. Let {d0, d1, d2, . . .} be an enumeration of D. We define a cofinal map f : ω →

D as follows. Let f(0) = d0 and let f(n) = dnk where dnk >D di for all i ≤ n. Since

f is a cofinal map from ω → D we have D ≤ty ω. Note that f is also an unbounded

map from ω → D and so ω ≤ty D. Hence D ≡ty ω.

In Lemma 3.3.2 if D is computable, then f is also computable. More generally,

Lemma 3.3.2 holds for any directed set whose cofinality is ℵ0. We also note that 1 is

strictly less than ω in the Tukey ordering.

Lemma 3.3.3. The Tukey type 1 is strictly less than ω in the Tukey ordering.

Proof. As before 1 ≤ty D for any directed set. Hence 1 ≤ty ω. However there cannot

be an unbounded map from ω into 1. Any infinite set in ω is unbounded but the set

{e} is bounded. So all unbounded subsets of ω are mapped to a bounded set in 1.

Hence 1 <ty ω.

Hence the Tukey type 1 is characterised by the directed posets with a greatest

element and the Tukey type ω contains all countable directed sets without a greatest

element. Alternatively we may think of the posets of type ω as those which have a

cofinal ω-chain.
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So, given a computable directed poset, if we can determine whether or not it has

a greatest element, then we know its Tukey type. This has Σ0
2 complexity.

3.3.2 Maximal Tukey type of computable partial orders

We now consider an arbitrary computable poset. Given a poset (P,≤P ), the function

f : P → 1 defined by f(p) = e is cofinal and so 1 ≤ P for all posets. As before, unless

(P,≤P ) has a greatest element, 1 is strictly less than P in the Tukey ordering.

We now ask if the partial ordering of Tukey types of countable posets have a

greatest element.

Definition 3.3.4. Let (P,≤P ) be a poset. We say that the elements a and b are

incompatible in P , if there is no c ∈ P such that a <P c and b <P c.

Definition 3.3.5. A strong antichain in a poset (P,≤P ) is a subset A of P in which

each pair of distinct elements are incompatible in P .

The existence of a strong antichain characterises the maximal element in the

partial ordering of countable posets.

Lemma 3.3.4. If (P,≤P ) and (Q,≤Q) are countable posets and P has a infinite

strong antichain, then Q ≤ty P .

Proof. Suppose A is an infinite strong antichain in P and let {a1, a2, . . . } be an

enumeration of A. Also let {q0, q1, . . .} be an enumeration of Q. We define g : Q→ P

by g(qi) = ai. Since every pair of distinct elements in A are unbounded, g is an

unbounded map from Q into P . Hence Q ≤ty P .

Also, if P has an infinite strong antichain and P ≤ty Q, then Q also has an infinite

strong antichain.
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Lemma 3.3.5. Suppose P is a countable poset with an infinite strong antichain and

let g : P → Q be an unbounded map. Then Q also has an infinite strong antichain.

Proof. Suppose A = {a0, a1, . . . ai, . . .} is an infinite strong antichain in the poset P .

Since g : P → Q is an unbounded map, every pair of distinct elements in A must be

sent to a pair of incompatible elements in Q. Hence g(A) = {g(a) | a ∈ A} is a strong

antichain in Q.

Hence a poset (P,≤P ) is in the maximal Tukey type of countable partial orders if

and only if (P,≤P ) has an infinite strong antichain. It was shown by Frittation and

Marcone in [?] that the existence of an infinite strong antichain in a partial order is

equivalent to the existence of arbitrarily large finite strong antichain. So (P,≤P ) has

an infinite strong antichain if and only if for all n ∈ N there exists a strong antichain

of size n. That is,

(∀n ∈ N)(∃a1, a2, . . . , an ∈ P )(∀i 6= j ≤ n)(∀p ∈ P )(ai 6≤P p or aj 6≤P p).

This is a Π0
3 statement. In fact, the index set of computable posets with an infinite

strong antichain is Π0
3-complete.

Lemma 3.3.6. There is a computable sequence of posets 〈Pn | n ∈ N〉 such that Pn

has an infinite strong antichain if and only if Wn is co-infinite.

Proof. We construct the poset (Pn,≤Pn) in stages. At each stage we enumerate two

elements, as and xs, into Pn. We let xi ≤Pn xs for each i ≤ s. In addition, if i ≤ s is

enumerated into Wn by stage s, we let ai ≤Pn xs. The ai’s will form a antichain and
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the xi’s will form an infinite chain as follows:

x0 ≤Pn x1 ≤Pn x2 ≤Pn . . . xi ≤Pn xi+1 ≤Pn . . . .

We claim Pn has an infinite strong antichain if and only if Wn is co-infinite. The

poset Pn has an infinite strong antichain if and only if there are infinitely many ai

such that ai 6≤Pn xs for any s. This happens if and only if there are infinitely many i

such that i 6∈ Wn. That is, Wn is co-infinite.

We let∞ denote the Tukey type which consists of all posets with an infinite strong

antichain. Hence given a countable poset (P,≤P ) we have 1 ≤ty P ≤ty ∞.

3.3.3 Tukey type and lean cofinal subsets

Recall that two partially ordered sets P and Q are Tukey equivalent if there exists

a cofinal map from P into Q and a cofinal map from Q into P . Hence we seek

to understand the cofinal subsets of a partial order. In a sense, we wish to find

the ‘simplest’ or ‘leanest’ cofinal subsets. We have seen that two directed sets with

greatest elements are Tukey equivalent. Any pair of functions between these partially

ordered sets, which send the greatest element of one set to the greatest element of

the other set, witnesses this equivalence. Although any set containing the greatest

element is cofinal, Tukey equivalence is determined by the fact that both posets have

greatest elements. We have also seen that two directed sets without greatest elements

are Tukey equivalent. This equivalence is witnessed by functions which sends cofinal

ω-chains in one set to cofinal ω-chains in the other set. In this case the ‘simplest’ or

‘leanest’ type of cofinal subset is an ω-chain. Informally, we would like to think of
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the simplest cofinal subset as a cofinal subset which does not contain any elements

not necessary to make it cofinal. Diestel and Pikhurko captured this notion when

discussing the cofinality of partially ordered sets in [?] and [?]. They defined a lean

subset as follows.

Definition 3.3.6. Let (P,≤P ) be a poset. The least cardinality of a cofinal subset

of P is the cofinality cf(P ) of P .

Definition 3.3.7. An cofinal set A ⊆ P is lean if every subset A′ ⊆ A of cardinality

at least cf(A) is cofinal in P .

Hence the Tukey types of directed sets are precisely the lean cofinal subsets.

However not every poset has a lean cofinal subset. For example, an infinite strong

antichain does not have a lean cofinal subset. The unrelated disjoint union of two

ω-chains does not have a lean cofinal set either. In this case, any cofinal set will

contain infinitely many elements from each ω-chain and the cofinality is ℵ0. A cofinal

set restricted to one ω-chain is a subset of cardinality ℵ0 but it is not cofinal in the

poset. In fact, Diestel and Pikhurko showed in [?] that any countable poset with a

lean cofinal set is directed.

3.3.4 Decomposing partial orders into directed components

We now seek to compute the Tukey type of posets which are not directed and don’t

have an infinite strong antichain. As a first step, we decompose posets into directed

components, where possible. It is always possible to decompose a poset into directed

subsets by decomposing it into single points. However, the unrelated disjoint union

of two ω-chains clearly has two directed parts. So we would like to partition a set
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into as few directed subsets as possible. We may think of this as decomposing a poset

into paths and stars. In [?] and [?], Diestel and Pikhurko captured this notion in a

essential directed subset; a directed subset which every cofinal subset must intersect

with. Following their notation, we begin with some definitions.

Definition 3.3.8. The up-closure of A ⊆ P is

bAcP = {x ∈ P | for some a ∈ Awe have a ≤ x}

and the downward closure of A ⊆ P is

dAeP = {x ∈ P | for some a ∈ Awe have x ≤ a}.

In this way, we think of the ordering as vertical.

Definition 3.3.9. If A ⊆ P is not cofinal in P , we say A is small in P . If A is small

in P , then we say that the complement of A in P is essential.

Hence any cofinal subset of P intersects all of the essential subsets of P . The

canonical example of an essential subset is the up-closure of a single point x in P ,

that is bxcP . In fact, it is straightforward to check that a subset of P is essential if

and only if it contains the up closure of at least one point in P . In [?], Diestel showed

that any poset without an infinite antichain may be decomposed into finitely many

essential directed sets and the decomposition is unique up to Tukey equivalence. We

will strengthen this result by showing that a partially ordered set may be decomposed

into finitely many essential directed sets if and only if it does not contain a strong

antichain.
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Lemma 3.3.7. If (P,≤) is a countable partially ordered set, then P can be partitioned

into finitely many essential directed subsets if and only if P does not contain an infinite

strong antichain.

Proof. Suppose P contains an infinite strong antichain. By definition, a directed

subset of P may contain at most one element of the strong antichain. Hence P

cannot be partitioned into finitely many directed sets.

Conversely, suppose P cannot be partitioned into finitely many directed sets. We

will show by induction on n ≥ 2 that P has a strong antichain of size n. By Frittaion

and Marcone [?], this suffices to show that P has an infinite strong antichain. For

the base case, we show that P has a strong antichain of size 2. Take a0 ∈ P . Then

ba0cP is an essential set. Either ba0cP is directed or not. First consider the case when

ba0cP is directed. Then there must be a1 ∈ P such that a1 6≤ a for any a ∈ ba0cP .

If such an a1 does not exist, then P is a directed set and hence may be partitioned

into one directed essential set. Hence {a0, a1} forms a strong antichain of size two.

For the second case, suppose that ba0cP is not directed. Then there exists a1 > a0

and a2 > a0 such that a1 and a2 are incompatible. So ba1cP and ba2cP are disjoint

essential sets. Now {a1, a2} forms an strong antichain of size two.

For the induction case, suppose we have a strong antichain a0, a1, . . . , an−1 of size

n. We show that there exists a strong antichain of size n + 1. As a0, a1, . . . , an−1

forms a strong antichain ba0cP , ba1cP , ba2cP , . . . , ban−1cP are disjoint essential sets.

If ba0cP , ba1cP , ba2cP , . . . , ban−1cP are also directed sets, then there exists an such

that an 6≤ a for any a in baicP where 0 ≤ i < n. If this were not the case, it would be

possible to partition P into nmany essential directed sets. Hence {a0, a1, . . . , an−1, an}

is a strong antichain of size n + 1. Otherwise, suppose that at least one of ba0cP ,
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ba1cP , ba2cP , . . . , ban−1cP is not directed. Take the least such ai. Since baicP is not

directed we have an > ai and an+1 > ai such that an and an+1 are not computable in

P . Hence {a0, a1, . . . , ai−1, ai+1, . . . , an, an+1} is a strong antichain of size n+ 1.

As there exists a strong antichain of size n for every n ∈ N, there exists an infinite

strong antichain.

Remark 3.3.1. To construct an infinite strong antichain in Lemma 1 we need to

determine when the up-closure of a point is directed, which is a Π0
2 statement. We

also need to determine if a point x is below any point in the up-closure of another

point bacP . This is a Σ0
1 statement.

Lemma 3.3.8. If P =
⋃

0≤i≤nAi is a partition of P into essential directed subsets,

then every essential directed subset of P is Tukey equivalent to one of the Ai.

Proof. Let A be an essential directed subset of P and let a ∈ A be such that bacP ⊆ A.

As P =
⋃

0≤i≤nAi is a partition of P , we have a ∈ Ai for some i. We claim that A

and such an Ai are Tukey equivalent. Since Ai is essential, bbcP ⊆ Ai for some b ∈ P .

As Ai is directed, there is c ∈ Ai such that c ≥ a and c ≥ b. As bacP ⊆ A we have

c ∈ A also. Now we have bccP ⊆ bacP ∩ bbcP ⊆ A ∩ Ai. Moreover since A and Ai

are directed sets, bccP is cofinal in both sets. Hence any functions between A and Ai

which are the identity function on bccP are cofinal functions between the two sets.

So A and Ai are Tukey equivalent.

Furthermore, the number of essential directed subsets n in the partition is unique.

Lemma 3.3.9. Let P =
⋃

0≤i≤nAi and B =
⋃

0≤i≤mBi be two partitions of P into

essential directed subsets. Then m = n.
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Proof. Suppose for a contradiction that m 6= n. Without loss of generality, suppose

m > n. Fix b0, b1, . . . , bm such that bbicP ⊆ Bi. Then {b0, b1, . . . bm} is a strong

antichain. Since m > n, there must be a bi, bj with i 6= j and some Ak such that

bi, bj ∈ Ak. However since Ak is a directed set, the set {bi, bj} is directed, contradicting

the fact that {bi, bj} is a strong antichain.

Therefore there is a most one partition of a partially ordered set into directed

essential sets, up to Tukey equivalence.

3.3.5 Constructing essential directed sets from a maximal
strong antichain

As noted before, Marcone and Frittation in [?] showed that the existence of an infinite

strong antichain is equivalent to the existence of arbitrary large strong antichains.

Hence, if a poset P does not contain an infinite strong antichain, then there is a

finite bound on the size of the strong antichains in P . If {a1, a2, . . . , an} form a

strong antichain of the maximal size, then the upward closures of these points, ba1cP ,

ba2cP , . . . , bancP , are essential directed sets. In addition, every element of P is below

some point in these sets. So, let Ai be the downward closure of these sets baicP . By

removing overlaps from the Ai, we have partitioned P into finitely many essential

directed sets.

Assuming that a poset P does not contain a infinite strong antichain, we can

construct a maximal strong antichain in P as follows. Take a0 ∈ P . If ba0cP is not

directed, then we take two points, a
′
0 and a

′′
0 , above a0 which are not computable. If

the upward closure of either a
′
0 or a

′′
0 are not directed then we take two points above

each of those which are not computable. Since P does not have an infinite strong
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antichain, this process will terminate after finitely many splittings and we will have a

strong antichain A0 such that, for each a ∈ A0, the upward closure bacP is directed.

Now if each point in P lies below one of these directed sets, then we have found a

maximal strong antichain. Otherwise we take a1 such that a1 is incompatible with

any element of A0. As with a0, we continue to split above a1 until we have a strong

antichain A1 such that bacP is directed for each a ∈ A1. Now, if each point in P lies

below one of the directed sets, bacP for a ∈ A0 ∪ A1, then we have found a maximal

strong antichain. Otherwise we take an element of P which is incompatible with

a ∈ A0 ∪ A1 and proceed as before. Since P does not contain an infinitely strong

antichain, this process must eventually terminate.

Remark 3.3.2. If we know a poset P does not contain a infinite strong antichain,

then we can construct a maximal strong antichain in P if we can determine when the

up-closure of a point is directed and if all points in P lie below some point in finitely

many directed sets. Both of these questions have Π0
2 complexity.

3.3.6 Tukey Type of partitioned partially ordered sets

Recall that the Tukey type of a directed set is 1 if that set has a greatest element

and the Tukey type of a directed set is ω otherwise. Given a partition of a poset

P into essential directed sets, one would hope that the Tukey type of the essential

directed subsets would determine the Tukey type of the poset. To this end, we say

that a poset P has type (n,m), when P partitions into n+m many directed sets and

n of those sets have greatest elements where n,m ∈ N. We show that two posets are

Tukey equivalent if and only if they have the same type.

Lemma 3.3.10. If P has type (n1,m1) and Q has type (n2,m2), then P ≤ty Q if and
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only if n1 +m1 ≤ n2 +m2 and m1 ≤ m2.

Proof. Assume n1 + m1 ≤ n2 + m2. We show that P ≤ty Q by constructing a

cofinal map from Q into P . Take partitions of P and Q into finitely many essential

directed sets of their respective types. Let p1, p2, . . . , pn1 be the greatest elements

of the directed sets with greatest elements in the partition and let D1, D2, . . . Dm1

denote the directed sets without greatest elements in the partition. Similarly, let

q1, q2, . . . , qn2 denote the greatest elements of the directed sets with greatest elements

in the partition of Q and let E1, E2, . . . , Em2 denote the directed sets without a

greatest element in the partition of Q.

We show that P ≤ty Q by constructing a cofinal map from Q to P . Define

f : Ei → Di for 1 ≤ i ≤ m1 as follows. Suppose Ei = {e0, e1, . . . , en, . . .} and

Di = {d0, d1, d2, . . . , dn, . . .} and let dk0 ≤P dk1 ≤P . . . ≤P dkn ≤P . . . be a cofinal

chain in Di such that dj ≤P dkl for all j ≤ l. Then, for each i ≤ m1, we define

f : Ei → Di by f(en) = dkn for all n ∈ N. Hence, the image under f of any infinite

subset in Ei is an infinite subsequence of {dkl}l∈N and so is cofinal in Di. We map the

Ei, for m1 < i ≤ m2, onto the greatest elements of P as follows. Let f(q) = pi−m1 for

all q ∈ Ei. If n1 < m2 −m1, then map the remaining Ei’s onto an arbitrary element

of P . We also map the greatest elements in Q onto any remaining greatest elements

of P as follows. For 1 ≤ i ≤ n2, let f(qi) = pm2−m1+i. If pm2−m1+i does not exist,

then we map qi onto an arbitrary element of P .

We claim that f is a cofinal map from Q into P . Suppose X is a cofinal subset

of Q. Hence X contains a cofinal subset E∗i of Ei for each 1 ≤ i ≤ m2. Since each

Ei does not have a greatest element, each E∗i has cardinality ℵ0. By the definition

of f , the image of E∗i under f is a cofinal chain in Di for each 1 ≤ i ≤ m1. Hence
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f(X) is cofinal in each Di for each 1 ≤ i ≤ m1, as m1 ≤ m2. It remains to show

that f(X) is onto the greatest elements in the partition of P . Since X is cofinal

it also contains the greatest elements q1, . . . , qn2 . As n1 + m1 ≤ n2 + m2 and each

Em1+1, . . . , Em2 , q1, . . . , qn2 in Q is mapped onto a distinct pi for 1 ≤ i ≤ n1 until all

the pi are in the image of f , we know f(X) contains the greatest elements p1, . . . pn1

also. Hence f is a cofinal map from Q into P and so P ≤ty Q.

Conversely suppose n1 + m1 6≤ n2 + m2 or m1 6≤ m2. We show that it is not

possible to have P 6≤ty Q. First we consider the case when n1 +m1 > n2 +m2. Then

P contains a strong antichain, A, of size n1 + n2. Recall that P ≤ty Q if and only if

there is an unbounded map g from P into Q. Suppose such a map exists. As each

pair of elements in A are unbounded, their image under g must be unbounded in Q.

Hence f(A) is a strong antichain of size n1 + m1 in Q. However the greatest size of

a strong antichain in Q is n2 +m2 < n1 +m1. Hence there cannot be an unbounded

map from P into Q.

Suppose that n1+m1 ≤ n2+m2 but m1 > m2 and that g : P → Q is an unbounded

map. Again P contains a strong antichain A = {a1, a2, . . . , an1+m1} of size n1 +m1. If

p1 ∈ baic and p2 ∈ bajc where i 6= j then {p1, p2} is unbounded and hence g(p1) and

g(p2) are contained in distinct directed sets in Q. In addition, the upward closure

of m1 many elements in A are unbounded. Let B = {b1, b2, . . . , bm1} be a strong

antichain of length m1 such that if b ∈ B, then bbc is unbounded. Hence g(bb1c),

g(bb2c), . . . g(bbm1c) are unbounded sets contained in distinct directed subsets of Q.

However, Q has just m2 many distinct unbounded directed subsets and m2 < m1.

Hence there is no unbounded map from P into Q.
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So, once we have partitioned a poset into essential directed sets, we can determine

the Tukey type of the poset by checking whether or not each essential directed set in

the partition has a greatest element. Hence we have the following theorem, initially

proved by Day [?] in the context of oriented systems.

Theorem 3.3.1. (Day [?]) If (P,≤) is a computable poset, then the Tukey type is

that of an infinite strong antichain, ∞, or (n,m) where P decomposes into n + m

many essential directed sets and n of them have a greatest element.

Proof. This follows from the previous lemmas.

For i ∈ N, let ≤i be the binary relation computable by the partial computable

function ϕi on N. We let Pi = (N,≤i) and note that saying that Pi is a partial order

is a partial order is a Π0
2 statement since it requires saying ϕi is total. We denote the

index set of Tukey types as Ity = {〈e, i〉 | Pe and Pi are partial orders and Pe ≡ty Pi}.

Corollary 3.3.1. Ity is Turing computable from 0′′′.

Proof. We have 〈e, i〉 ∈ Ity if and only if ϕe and ϕi define partial orders on N (which

are Π0
2 conditions) plus one of the following holds:

1. both Pe and Pi have infinite strong antichains (which are Π0
3 conditions), or

2. there are n and m such that each of Pe and Pi decompose into exactly n + m

many essential directed sets and n of them have maximal elements.

Condition 2 is Σ0
3: there exist m,n ∈ N such that

• for all x1, . . . , xn+m+1, there are u, v ≤ n+m+ 1 with u 6= v, such that xu and

xv are compatible (this is a Π0
2 condition), and
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• there exist elements x1, . . . , xn+m such that

– for all u 6= v ≤ n+m, xu and xv are incompatible (Π0
1 condition), and

– for all u ≤ n, there is a maximal element above xu (Σ0
2 condition), and

– for all n < v ≤ n + m, there is not a maximal element above xv (Π0
2

condition).

So condition 2 has the form

∃
(
Π0

2 ∧ Σ0
3

)
and hence is Σ0

3. Altogether, the statement defining Ity has the form

Π0
2 ∧
(
Π0

3 ∨ Σ0
3

)
.

As 0′′′ can answer Π0
3 and Σ0

3 questions, we have Ity ≤ 0′′′.

We also have the following corollary of Lemma 3.3.6.

Lemma 3.3.11. Let Q be a fixed computable poset consisting of an infinite antichain.

There is a computable sequence of posets 〈Pn | n ∈ N〉 such that {n | Pn ≡ty Q} ≡T

0′′′.

Proof. Let 〈Pn | n ∈ N〉 be the sequence constructed in Lemma 3.3.6. By construc-

tion, the set {n | Pn has an infinite strong antichain} ≡T 0′′′. The current lemma

now follows from the fact that Pn ≡ty Q if and only if Pn has a strong infinite an-

tichain.
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Hence the complexity of the index set of Tukey types Ity is 0′′′. In comparison

the isomorphism problem, {(a, b) | Pa, Pb are computable posets and Pa ∼= Pb}, is Σ1
1-

complete. Clearly the isomorphism type of a partial order gives us more information

than the Tukey type. However if the Tukey type of a partial order is (n,m), where

n,m ∈ N, then we have a pretty good idea what the partial order looks like. However

if the Tukey type is ∞ then, for example, it may contain a binary tree, ℵ0 many

ω-chains, or an infinite antichain. Hence we turn to cofinal similarity to give us a

better picture in this case.

3.4 Cofinal similarity of computable partial orders

Definition 3.4.1. Two partially ordered sets are cofinally similar if there exists a

third partial order into which they both embed cofinally. That is, there is a partially

ordered set R with cofinal sets CP , CQ ⊆ R such that P is order isomorphic to CP

and Q is order isomorphic to CQ.

Cofinal similarity turns out to be an equivalence relation, and the equivalence

classes are called cofinal types. If P is cofinally similar to Q, then we write P ≡cf

Q. Day showed in [?] that for directed sets cofinal similarity coincides with Tukey

equivalence. He also showed that cofinal similarity and Tukey equivalence coincide

when a partially ordered set can be partitioned into finitely many essential directed

sets. However, not all posets with an infinite strong antichain are cofinally similar.

For example, an infinite strong antichain cannot preserve order and embed cofinally

into a poset which has a cofinal binary tree or cofinal set which is isomorphic to

ℵ0 many ω-chains. Similarly a partial order with ℵ0 many ω-chains cannot embed
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cofinally into a partial order with a cofinal binary tree.

In what follows, let (P,≤P ) be a partially ordered set.

Definition 3.4.2. We say that B is an essential cofinal subset of P if B is cofinal in

some essential subset C of P .

Everywhere branching trees are important in this context.

Definition 3.4.3. Let P be a poset. An A ⊆ P is called an everywhere branching

tree if for all a ∈ A there exists incompatible elements a1, a2 ≥P a.

Following Day’s notation in [?] we make the following definitions.

Definition 3.4.4. Let P1 = {p ∈ P | bpc is directed} and P2 = {q ∈ P | ∀p ≥P

q (p 6∈ P1)}.

So we have determined two disjoint subsets of P . The first part P1 consists

of directed subsets of P and the second part P2 consists of a maximal everywhere

branching tree in P . Note that if P is computable, then P1 is Π0
2 and P2 is Π0

3.

As already mentioned, every poset with no infinite antichain can be partitioned

into finitely many essential directed sets. In addition to this, Diestel and Pikhurko

showed in [?] that a countable partially ordered set (P,≤) does not have an essential

cofinal subset isomorphic to an ever-branching tree if and only if it admits a partition

into essential directed sets.

As infinitely many copies of 2<ω or ω<ω can embed into a single copy, we need only

consider the existence or absence of an everywhere branching tree. Again, following

Day’s notation, we make the following definition.

Definition 3.4.5. Let E0 denote the partial order that consists of countably many

disjoint copies of ω<ω.
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Day proved in [?] Lemma 7.2 that a countable poset P is ever-branching (meaning

that P2 = P ) if and only if P has a cofinal subset isomorphic to E0. Also in Theorem

4.8 [?], Day gives the following properties, which outline how a countable poset P

can be decomposed to understand its cofinal parts.

• P1 and P2 are disjoint and at least one is non-empty.

• P1 and P2 are each upward closed.

• P1 + P2 is cofinal in P .

• If P2 is non-empty, then (P2,≤P ) is an everywhere branching poset and hence

has a cofinal subset isomorphic to E0 by Lemma 7.2 in Day.

• If P1 is non-empty, then (P1,≤P ) can be partitioned into essential directed sets,

each of which either has a maximal element or has a cofinal ω-chain. However,

unlike the Tukey type case there may be infinitely many of each of these types

of essential directed subsets.

So, to determine the cofinal type of a countable partially ordered set we need

to determine if it contains any essential cofinal subsets isomorphic to a everywhere

branching tree and then partition the remainder of the poset into essential directed

sets. Hence, with each countable poset P we associate a tuple (nP ,mP , lP ) such

that nP , where 0 ≤ nP ≤ ℵ0, is the number of essential directed subsets with a

greatest element in a partition of P , and mP , where 0 ≤ mP ≤ ℵ0, is the number

of essential directed subsets without a greatest element in a partition of P , and lP ,

where lP ∈ {0, 1} denotes the existence of a essential cofinal subset isomorphic to an

ever-branching tree. If lP = 1, then P contains an essential cofinal subset isomorphic
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to an ever-branching tree and if lP = 0 it does not. Day found a classification of

countable oriented systems under cofinal similarity in terms of these three elements.

Lemma 3.4.1. [?, Corollary 7.4] Two countable partially ordered sets are cofinally

similar if and only if their associated triples are the same.

Now that we know the tuple (nP ,mP , lP ) associated with a computable partial

order P determines the cofinal type, we ask how complicated it is to find the tuple

(nP ,mP , lP ). To do this we need to determine if a computable poset P contains an

essential cofinal subset which is isomorphic to an everywhere branching tree. First,

we make the following observation.

Theorem 3.4.1. The complexity of finding the cofinal type of a computable poset is

at most Σ0
4 ∧ Π0

4.

Proof. Given a computable poset P , to compute the tuple (nP ,mP , lP ) we need to find

out if P contains a cofinal essential everywhere branching tree and then decompose

the remainder of P into essential directed posets.

Firstly, we need to determine if P contains a cofinal essential everywhere branching

tree. This is equivalent to asking if P2 is non-empty, which is Σ0
4 question. This

determines the third component of the cofinal type.

Secondly, we need to determine the number of directed components in P1 and

whether or not these directed components have a maximal element. Note that an

element is maximal in (P1,≤P ) if and only if it is maximal in (P,≤P ). To be a

maximal point in P is a Π0
1 condition. Therefore, to ask if there are infinitely many

is a Π0
3 question and to ask if there are exactly n many maximal points is a Σ0

2 ∧ Π0
2

question (i.e. there are n many maximal points and there are not n+1 many maximal
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points). The answers to these questions determine the first component of the cofinal

type.

Finally, we need to determine how many maximal directed sets in P1 have cofinal

type ω. To ask if there are infinitely many, we need to ask whether for every n,

there are n many distinct elements x1, . . . , xn in P1 such that each pair xi 6= xj is

incompatible. Since being in P1 is Π0
2 and being incompatible is Π0

1, this question is

Π0
4. To ask if there are exactly n many such points, we need to ask whether there

are n many pairwise incompatible elements of P1 (a Σ0
3 condition) but not n+ 1 such

elements (a Π0
3 condition).

It follows that the triple describing the cofinal type of a computable partial order

can be uniformly computed by 0′′′′. We conjecture that this bound is sharp. That is,

the complexity of the index set

Icf = {〈e, i〉 | Pe, Pi are posets and Pe ≡cf Pi}

is exactly 0′′′′. The proof of this conjecture is ongoing research.


